The 'Local Volume HI Survey' (LVHIS) comprises deep H i spectral line and 20-cm radio continuum observations of 82 nearby, gas-rich galaxies, supplemented by multiwavelength images. Our sample consists of all galaxies with Local Group velocities v LG < 550 km s −1 or distances D < 10 Mpc that are detected in the H i Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS). Using full synthesis observations in at least three configurations of the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), we obtain detailed H i maps for a complete sample of gas-rich galaxies with δ < ∼ − 30
INTRODUCTION
The 'Local Volume' (LV), defined here as the sphere of radius 10 Mpc centered on the Local Group (LG), includes more than 500 known galaxies, many of which congregate in well-known groups. Most prominent in the southern hemisphere are the relatively loose Sculptor Group and the more compact Centaurus A Group. Together, their gas-rich members comprise about half of the 'Local Volume HI Survey' (LVHIS) galaxy sample presented here. With accurate distances available for the majority of the LV galaxies , hereafter K13, and references therein), it is now possible to study their morphologies, dy-⋆ The observations were obtained with the Australia Telescope which is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia for operations as a National Facility managed by CSIRO. -E-mail: Baerbel.Koribalski@csiro.au namics and star formation with respect to their surroundings.
Our long-term aim is to obtain high-resolution H i maps of all LV galaxies and measure their properties in a homogeneous and unbiased way. Wang et al. (2016) , for example, present H i diameters (DHI) of over 500 nearby galaxies measured out to an H i mass (MHI) density of 1 M⊙ pc
and discuss the tightness of the MHI-DHI relation. Large H i projects with radio interferometers, which have targeted LV galaxies, are listed in Table 1 . The 'Faint Irregular Galaxies GMRT Survey' (FIGGS) by Begum et al. (2008) , which contains H i results for ∼60 dwarf irregular LV galaxies, is the largest H i study of nearby galaxies with the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT). The most prominent Very Large Array (VLA) H i projects are 'The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey' (THINGS; ), Little THINGS (Hunter et al. 2012) , and VLA-ANGST (Ott et al. 2012 ). H i galaxy surveys with the Westerbork Synthesis Ra-dio Telescope (WSRT) include the 'Westerbork HI Survey of Irregular and Spiral Galaxies' (WHISP; van der Hulst et al. 2001) and HALOGAS (Heald et al. 2011) . Interferometric H i surveys of galaxies beyond the Local Volume include the VLA Imaging of Virgo in Atomic Gas (VIVA; Chung et al. 2009 ), ATLAS-3D, targeting 166 early-type galaxies (Serra et al. 2012) , and BlueDisks (Wang et al. 2013) .
The LVHIS project comprises the largest number of nearby galaxies studied with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA); an overview and H i galaxy atlas are presented in this paper. Previous publications based on LVHIS include Koribalski (2008 Koribalski ( , 2010 Koribalski ( , 2015 Koribalski ( , 2017 , Bonne (2008) , Koribalski & López-Sánchez (2009 , 2009c , 2010 , Kirby et al. (2012) , López-Sánchez et al. (2008 , Johnson et al. (2015) , Kamphuis et al. (2015) , Wang et al. (2016 Wang et al. ( , 2017 , and Oh et al. (2018) .
The first catalog of LV galaxies was presented by KraanKorteweg & Tammann (1979) and contained 179 galaxies with Local Group velocities, vLG, less than 500 km s −1 . More recently, the LV sample defined by Karachentsev et al. (2004) included 451 galaxies with vLG < 550 km s −1 or independent distance D < 10 Mpc. A further expansion of the volume (vLG < 600 km s −1 or D < 11 Mpc) led to the most recent nearby galaxy catalog (K13; available at www.sao.ru/lv/lvgdb) which contains 869 galaxies. Of these, only 261 galaxies (30%) lie in the southern sky. Fig. 1 shows the locations of the LVHIS galaxies in the southern sky.
The H i sizes of known LV galaxies cover more than two orders of magnitude, ranging from low-mass dwarf galaxies with diameters of less than 500 pc (e.g., Leo T, RyanWeber et al. 2008 ) to grand-design spirals with H i diameters of nearly 100 kpc, e.g., Circinus ) and M 83 (Koribalski 2015 (Koribalski , 2017 . Consequently, their H i masses span more than four orders of magnitudes, ranging from a few times 10 5 M⊙ to 10 10 M⊙ (Wang et al. 2016) . The majority of LV galaxies are dwarf galaxies; their morphologiesusually defined in the optical regime -range from the typically gas-poor elliptical (dE) and spheroidal (dSph) dwarfs to gas-rich irregular (dIrr), Magellanic (dM) and blue compact dwarfs (BCD) . In between sit the class of dwarf transitional galaxies (dSph/dIrr), many of which show H i gas offset from their stellar disc (e.g., Phoenix, St-Germain et al. 1999) .
Our primary goal is to obtain detailed H i gas distributions of LV galaxies, analyse their structure and gas kinematics, measure their overall H i extent, and search for companions. Furthermore, we investigate the influence of the galaxy environment on the shape of the outer H i disc, where gas accretion as well as effects of ram pressure stripping and tidal interactions may be detected. As an example, we refer to the multi-wavelength study of the gas dynamics and star formation in the nearby galaxy pair NGC 1512/1510 (HIPASS J0404-43) by Koribalski & López-Sánchez (2009) . The H i disc of the barred spiral galaxy NGC 1512 is spectacular and among the largest in the Local Volume (Koribalski 2017 ). Its gas distribution and kinematics show the effects of mild interaction with the BCD companion NGC 1510. In regions of high H i column density star formation is prominent, giving rise to a well-defined spiral pattern in the outer disc.
Furthermore, three tidal dwarf galaxy candidates with H i masses around 10 7 M⊙ have been discovered within the extrapolated spiral/tidal arm of NGC 1512. Another example is the multi-wavelength study of the dIrr galaxies NGC 5408 and IC 4662 by van Eymeren et al. (2010) , who find H i discs extending well beyond their stellar extent.
Our paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the LVHIS galaxy sample, followed by a description of the ATCA observations and data reduction in Section 3. Our results are presented in Sections 4 & 5 with the latter containing short paragraphs for all LVHIS galaxies and associated galaxies. This is followed by our summary and outlook in Section 6. In the on-line Appendix we present the H i moment maps and position-velocity (pv) diagrams for the majority of LVHIS galaxies.
THE LVHIS GALAXY SAMPLE
The 'Local Volume HI Survey' (LVHIS) 1 comprises deep interferometric H i spectral line and 20-cm radio continuum observations of a complete sample of nearby, gas-rich galaxies and their surroundings. Following Karachentsev et al. (2004) , we selected galaxies with vLG < 550 km s −1 or, when available, independently determined distances of D < 10 Mpc. To enable high-resolution H i studies of LV galaxies with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), we also require the selected galaxies to have declinations δ < ∼ − 30
• and be detected in the H i Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS). This ensures that our target galaxies are bright enough for a detailed study of their H i gas distribution and dynamics with a reasonably symmetric synthesized beam. Applying these criteria leads to an ATCA sample of 82 LV galaxies. Fig. 2 shows the HIPASS vLG of all LVHIS galaxies against their best available distances.
LVHIS -Optical Galaxy Properties
The optical properties of LVHIS galaxies, as obtained from the literature, are given in Table 2 . Once multi-wavelength images from the SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) are available, it will be possible to obtain a homogeneous set of optical properties to complement the H i properties of all LVHIS galaxies. The Table 2 Meurer et al. (2006) Notes: Col. (3) gives the number of galaxies observed in the specified survey and in brackets the overlap with LVHIS. . Aitoff distribution of Local Volume (LV) galaxies, highlighting the southern LVHIS galaxies (Dec < ∼ − 30 • ) presented in this paper. The H i masses of LVHIS galaxies are indicated by their symbol sizes. Other LV galaxies from the K13 sample are indicated by small stars. The symbol colours indicate the galaxy distances. (1982); Col. (13) galaxy subgroup and number of close neighbours (within 300 ′ and vsys < 800 km s −1 ). When magnitudes are not available in the Cousins filters (Lauberts & Valentijn 1989) , we use SuperCosmos BJ and R magnitudes from Doyle et al. (2005) for AM0605-34, HIPASS J1337-29, ESO174-G?001, ESO222-G010 and ESO223-G009, and HST F606W/814W magnitudes for HIPASS J1247-77, CEN06, HIPASS J1348-37, and HIPASS J1351-47; these are less reliable due to calibration issues and are given in brackets.
For most of our sample, we use distance estimates from HST observations of the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB), which typically have uncertainties of 10%. Occasionally we use distances determined from the luminosity of cepheids, surface brightness fluctuations (SBF), the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation or based on group membership. For details see the descriptions of individual galaxies in Section 5.
Histograms of LVHIS galaxy properties are shown in Fig. 3 , highlighting the wide ranges of, e.g., stellar colours, stellar masses (M * ) and H i mass to light ratios (MHI / LB). We note that Table 2 provides absolute B-band magnitudes and optical diameters (Dopt; see Col. 10 in Table 2 ) for most of the galaxies with MHI > 10 7 M⊙ and R-band magnitudes for most of galaxies with MHI > 10 8 M⊙. In Table 3 we give an (incomplete) overview of complimentary datasets available for LVHIS galaxies. For example, Kirby et al. (2008a,b) and Young et al. (2014) 
LVHIS -HIPASS Galaxy Properties
HIPASS covers two thirds of the sky (up to DEC = +25
• ) and has an r.m.s. noise of ∼13 mJy beam −1 per 13.2 km s −1 channel width. The HIPASS velocity resolution is 18 km s −1 . For details of the observations, calibration and imaging techniques see Barnes et al. (2001) . A typical 3σ H i flux (FHI) detection limit for galaxies with a velocity width of 50 km s −1 is 2 Jy km s −1 , and the respective H i column density limit is NHI ∼ 10 18 cm −2 (for H i gas filling the 15.
′ 5 gridded beam). Efforts are currently under way to create an improved, significantly deeper version of the survey (HIPASS 2); for details and first results see Calabretta et al. (2014) and Westmeier et al. (2017) . While most of the galaxies selected here are listed in the HIPASS Bright Galaxy Catalog (BGC; Koribalski et al. 2004 ) and/or in the southern HIPASS catalog (HICAT; Meyer et al. 2004 ), a few of the fainter LV galaxies missed out either because of the velocity cutoff used for HICAT (vGSR > 300 km s −1 ; to avoid inclusion of HVCs and Galactic H i emission) or confusion with neighbouring large galaxies. The HIPASS properties of LVHIS galaxies are useful for comparison with our integrated ATCA H i spectra, in particular to estimate the amount of diffuse H i emission filtered out by the interferometer. Table 4 gives the HIPASS properties of the LVHIS galaxies; the columns are as follows: Col. (1+2) HIPASS and optical galaxy name; Col. (3) the Local Group velocity, vLG, as calculated in Koribalski et al. (2004) ; Col. (4+5) the H i flux density, FHI, and its uncertainty, eFHI; Col. (6) logarithm of the H i mass, MHI, as calculated from FHI, as listed here, using the distance D given in Table 2 ; Col. (7) H i systemic velocity in the optical, heliocentric velocity frame, v hel ; Cols. (8+9) H i velocity widths determined at 50% and 20% of the H i peak flux; Col. (10) HIPASS catalog from which the data were extracted: B99 = Banks et al. (1999) , HIDEEP = Minchin et al. (2003) , BGC = Koribalski et al. (2004) , and HICAT = Meyer et al. (2004); and Col. (11) notes on the HIPASS sources: e = extended, c = confused, r = baseline ripple.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) we obtained sensitive H i spectral line and 20-cm radio continuum data for a complete sample of 82 gas-rich galaxies in the Local Volume. Each LVHIS galaxy was typically observed for a full synthesis (12 hrs) in three different ATCA configurations, providing good sensitivity to both small-and largescale structures. The three ATCA configurations combined provide 45 antenna baselines with lengths ranging from 30 m to 6 km and a total on-source integration time of typically ∼30 hrs per target galaxy.
The observations, which are summarised in Table 2 . Tables 2, 6 and 8. The stellar mass, M * , is estimated from the B-band magnitudes and B − R colours based on the formula by Bell et al. (2003) . The M HI histogram (top left) shows all LVHIS galaxies (black), those with available B-band magnitudes (red), optical diameters (blue) and both B-and R-band magnitudes (green).
is 33. ′ 6 at 1418 MHz, i.e. the sensitivity of a single-pointing ATCA observation drops to 50% at a distance of 16.
′ 8 from the pointing centre. Large galaxies like NGC 55, NGC 247, NGC 300, M 83, NGC 3621 and Circinus were mosaicked to ensure that the extended H i emission of the outer disc was not missed. The second band (IF 2) was centred on 1384 MHz with a bandwidth of 128 MHz, divided into 32 channels to observe the 20-cm radio continuum emission. The results will be presented in a companion paper (Shao et al. 2017 ).
Data reduction was carried out with the miriad software package (Sault, Teuben & Wright 1995) using standard procedures. The IF 1 data were split into a narrow band 20-cm radio continuum and an H i line data set using a first order fit to the line-free channels. For this paper the H i channel maps were made using 'natural' (na) weighting of the uv-data in the velocity range covered by the H i emission using steps of 4 km s −1 . We use the shortest 30 baselines of the combined data sets to study the large-scale H i emission in and around the selected galaxies. Together these provide good uv-coverage, angular resolution > ∼ 40 ′′ (ie., ∼1 kpc at D = 5 Mpc) and sensitivity to structures up to ∼ 12 ′ . An on-source integration time of 30 hrs results in a theoretical r.m.s. sensitivity of ∼1.5 mJy beam −1 per 4 km s −1 channel, which is reached in most of our data cubes.
In addition we made H i cubes with low velocity resolution (20 km s −1 ), covering the whole observed velocity range. These cubes were then searched for extragalactic H i from companions and more distant galaxies (up to ∼1200 km s −1 ) within the primary beam area. The rms of these cubes is typically 0.8 mJy beam −1 . H i moment maps were obtained by applying a ∼3σ cutoff to the H i data cubes. No masking was applied here, but may in future be used to better study the outer H i edges and haloes of the LVHIS galaxies. Our 3σ H i column density (NHI) sensitivity (for σ = 1.5 mJy beam −1 ) is ∼2.8 ×10
19
cm −2 over 20 km s −1 for gas filling a 60 ′′ synthesized beam. All ATCA H i properties for LVHIS galaxies are obtained from primary-beam corrected cubes and moment maps.
The Table 5 
RESULTS
Here we present the ATCA H i atlas of LVHIS galaxies, consisting of H i moment maps and position-velocity diagrams which are provided in the on-line Appendix. Colour figures are provided on our LVHIS webpages together with the opportunity to download FITS files of the ATCA H i data products (H i data cubes and moment maps). Most of the maps presented here were made with 'natural' weighting to maximise sensitivity to diffuse, extended H i emission in the outer discs of galaxies. The H i galaxy properties, as measured from the primary-beam corrected ATCA integrated H i intensity maps (mom0 maps), are listed in Table 6 .
The Table 6 M⊙/ L⊙, ie. independent of distance; and Col. (10) ratio of the DHI to Dopt. Correlations between these ATCA H i properties and between H i and optical properties are shown in Fig. 4 . The MHI versus B-band magnitudes and MHI versus DHI relations are consistent with the literature (e.g., Dénes et al. 2014 , Wang et al. 2016 ). There is a weak anti-correlation between MHI/LB and B −R colour, and a weak correlation between DHI/Dopt and MHI/LB. Both correlations show large scatter, which may be partly caused by the inhomogeneous optical dataset used in this study. Fig. 5 shows the measured HIPASS FHI compared to the ATCA FHI, listed in Tables 4  & 6 , respectively, for all LVHIS galaxies. Table 7 gives the ATCA H i centre positions for (a) galaxies newly detected in HIPASS, ie without a previously known optical or infrared counterpart, and (b) newly detected companions to the LVHIS sample galaxies. The accurate H i positions allow the secure identification of the stellar counterparts as shown in the ATCA H i moment maps. The Table 7 columns are: Col. (1) Galaxy name; Col. (2) notes; Col. (3-5) ATCA H i centre position, deconvolved major and minor axes diameters, and P A, as obtained from a Gaussian fit to the H i distribution (mom0). More accurate estimates will be obtained from the ATCA H i high resolution maps made with robust/uniform weighting (an example is given in Fig. 11 ).
The Notes: (1) the H i distribution is unresolved; (2) the H i distribution is poorly resolved (D HI < 2 B maj ), ie. D HI and D HI / Dopt are upper limits, and i and P A may differ significantly from the measured values; (3) F HI is a lower limit due to significant H i absorption. (Table 4 ) and with the ATCA in this study (Table 6 ).
H i diameter relations
Wang et al. (2016) compiled DHI and MHI estimates for a large sample of 561 nearby galaxies, incl. most of the LVHIS galaxies, and analyse the surprisingly tight MHI-DHI relation. Fig. 4 (middle left panel) shows the relation for LVHIS galaxies, incl. upper limits for some unresolved LVHIS dwarf galaxies. A galaxy's H i mass roughly scales as the square of its H i diameter: MHI ∝ DHI 2 (see also Broeils 1992, Broeils & Rhee 1997). Wang et al. (2016) also determine and compare average H i radial profiles for some of the galaxy samples in their study. The tightness of the MHI-DHI relation indicates a fundamental common mechanism in shaping the structure of H i discs for a wide range of galaxies.
We can use the MHI-DHI relation to obtain an approximate estimate of a galaxy's H i diameter based on its H i mass alone. This is particularly useful for large single-dish H i surveys, like HIPASS, where the majority of galaxies are unresolved. We estimate that of the ∼5000 catalogued HIPASS galaxies , Meyer et al. 2004 , Wong et al. 2006 ) > ∼ 1000 are larger than 4 ′ (ie eight beams in WALLABY), suitable for a detailed H i kinematic analysis once observed in WALLABY (Koribalski 2012).
H i kinematic analysis
A common way of analyzing the H i kinematics of wellresolved disc galaxies is to fit tilted-ring models to the H i data, using either the data cube or a carefully derived velocity field (Rogstad et al. 1974 , Oh et al. 2011 . Kamphuis et al. (2015) recently developed a code for automated kinematic modelling of of disc galaxies that pipelines the Tilted Ring Fitting Code (TiRiFiC) by Józsa et al. (2007) . The so-called "Fully Automated TiRiFiC" (FAT) is particularly useful for a kinematic modelling of warped galaxies like some of our LVHIS galaxies (e.g., HIPASS J1413-65). Ultimately, FAT aims to analyse the H i kinematics of well and marginally resolved galaxies from the upcoming SKA pathfinders' large H i galaxy surveys like ASKAP WALLABY together with "2D Bayesian Automated Tilted ring fitter" (2DBAT; Oh et al. 2018) which is based on a Bayesian method for 2D tilted-ring analysis. Kamphuis et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2017) make use of FAT to derive tilted ring models and rotation curves for 26 and 10 LVHIS galaxies with large H i discs, respectively. An updated list of the derived H i properties for the successful fits is given in Table 9 . The Kamphuis et al. (2015) sample was also analysed by Oh et al. (2018) using 2DBAT. The Table 9 
NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL GALAXIES
In the following we briefly introduce each of the LVHIS galaxies and discuss their stellar morphologies, H i properties and environment. We first discuss LVHIS galaxies in the Local Group ( § 5.1), followed by the well-known Sculptor Group (RA ∼ 0 h; § 5.2) and Cen A Group (RA ∼ 13 h; § 5.3), which host the majority of LVHIS galaxies (see the group associations in Table 2 ), followed by the remaining galaxies in RA order ( § 5.4).
The Local Group
A comprehensive overview of galaxies in and around the Local Group is provided by McConnachie (2012) , who catalogs ∼100 galaxies with reliable distance estimates of D < ∼ 3 Mpc. Of these 75 are Local Group members (D < 1 Mpc), mainly satellite galaxies around the Milky Way and Andromeda (M 31). We note that the Milky Way sub-group contains only two gas-rich irregular galaxies, these are the Small and Table 9 . ATCA H i kinematic properties of LVHIS galaxies.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) References: C2000 (Côté et al. 2000) , E2011 (Elson et al. 2011b ), K2011 (Kreckel et al. 2011) , K2012 , O2017 (Oh et al. 2018) , S2010 (Struve et al. 2010) , W2011 (Westmeier et al. 2011) , W2013 (Westmeier et al. 2013 ESO245-G007 (HIPASS J0150-44), also known as the Phoenix Dwarf Galaxy, is a member of the Local Group (DTRGB = 420 ± 10 kpc). Its distance has been well con- strained by several authors (e.g., Young et al. 2007) . Our ATCA H i mosaic of ESO245-G007 is shown in Fig. 6 , revealing an extended H i cloud embracing the stellar core to the south-west. We detect H i emission from about -40 to -8 km s −1 , no clear velocity gradient is seen. The H i emission associated with the Phoenix galaxy is also clearly detected in the re-calibrated HIPASS data. Phoenix is likely a transitional dwarf galaxy as previously suggested by Young & Lo (1997) , St-Germain et al. (1999) and Young et al. (2007) who carry out detailed studies of its H i emission. Martinéz-Delgado et al. (1999) investigate the stellar content of the Phoenix Dwarf Galaxy and find a predominantly old population oriented north-south and a more compact, young population aligned east-west; the latter shows an asymmetry in its distribution with more blue stars in the southwestern part of the galaxy. Later stellar velocity measurements of −13 ± 9 km s −1 (Gallart et al. 2001 , Irwin & Tolstoy 2002 confirmed that the H i cloud is indeed associated with the galaxy. Young et al. (2007) use deep VLA H i data of Phoenix to investigate mechanisms which may transform gas-rich irregulars into gas-poor dwarf spheroidal galaxies. As the H i cloud is associated with the most recent star formation in Phoenix, they suggest that the gas expulsion may have been caused by winds from supernovae. Using our ATCA maps we measure an H i flux density of FHI = 2.3 Jy km s −1 , corresponding to an H i mass of MHI ∼ 10 5 M⊙. For comparison, St-Germain et al. (1999) 
The Sculptor Group
Galaxies in the Sculptor Group, many of which have been observed with the ATCA as part of the LVHIS project, are among the closest to the Local Group. They span a considerable range in heliocentric radial velocity (∼30 to 600 km s −1 ). Accurate distance measurements are available for the majority of group members (see Jerjen et al. 1998; Karachentsev et al. 2000 Tully et al. 2006; Gieren et al. 2008 , Dalcanton et al. 2009 ). The large distance spread (∼2 to 5 Mpc) suggests that the Sculptor Group is not a gravitationally bound group like the Centaurus A group, but a loosely bound filament of several distinct subgroups which are introduced below. The Sculptor Group has over 20 known members; subgroups are identified around NGC 55/NGC 300 (D ∼ 2 Mpc), NGC 247/NGC 253 (D ∼ 4 Mpc), NGC 7793, NGC 625, and NGC 45 (see Fig. 7 ). A deep Parkes multibeam H i survey of the northern Sculptor Group and the more extended Sculptor filament is presented by Westmeier et al. (2017) .
NGC 55 / NGC 300 subgroup
The large galaxies NGC 55 and NGC 300, together with the dwarf galaxies ESO294-G010, ESO410-G005, UGCA 438 and IC 5152 (all detected in H i) form a small subgroup at the near side of the Sculptor Group at a distance of ∼2 Mpc.
NGC 55 (HIPASS J0015-39) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy, viewed nearly edge-on, with a stellar diameter of at least half a degree, while NGC 300 (HIPASS J0054-37) is an equally large, late-type spiral galaxy located ∼8
• (300 kpc) from NGC 55. Both galaxies and their large-scale surroundings were recently mosaicked in H i with the ATCA by Westmeier et al. (2011 Westmeier et al. ( , 2013 ) who used 32 pointings covering an area of ∼2
• × 2 • to reveal much larger gas envelopes than previously known. They also found disturbed outer disc gas in both galaxies as well as high-velocity clouds (HVCs) surrounding NGC 55. We refer to Westmeier et al. for a detailed analysis and literature overview of both Sculptor galaxies.
The ATCA H i distribution of the edge-on spiral NGC 55 is quite asymmetric, with the neutral gas more extended towards the east (receding side) and north (see Fig. 7 ). Contours in the west and south are much more compressed suggesting the influence of ram pressure stripping. The twisting of the H i velocity contours hints at a mild warp of the outer disc (Westmeier et al. 2013 ). Star formation is prominent in the disc, possibly responsible for extraplanar H ii regions (Tüllmann et al. 2003) .
The ATCA H i distribution of NGC 300 is huge, extending well beyond previous measurements (see Fig. 7) . The outer H i disc is strongly warped, exhibiting a significant twist of the position angle from east-west to nearly north-south. The wide-field H i mapping with a compact array was crucial to discover the extent of the outer disc, which contains nearly 50% of the H i mass. Westmeier et al. (2011) carry out a detailed analysis of the gas kinematics and dark matter distribution, finding a slightly decreasing rotation curve (vmax ∼ 100 km s −1 ) that extends to a radius of ∼20 kpc. Significant asymmetries in NGC 300's outer disc hint at the possibility of ram-pressure stripping of gas by the intragroup medium. We measure FHI = 1758.3 Jy km s −1 , ∼10% lower than Parkes H i measurements , 
Westmeier et al. 2017).
Of the four dwarf galaxies in this subgroup, three are detected in HIPASS and one, ESO294-G010, shows a marginal ATCA H i detection. Because of their low velocities, the H i emission of the nearby Sculptor galaxies in some cases overlaps with that of Galactic HVCs and H i gas in the Magellanic Stream.
ESO294-G010 is a dwarf galaxy at DTRGB = 1.92 ± 0.10 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) . Optical images show a rather smooth stellar body typical of dwarf spheroidal galaxies, whereas GALEX U V images clearly reveal a clumpy inner structure. Some signs of star formation are present (Jerjen et al. 1998 , Karachentsev et al. 2002 . ATCA H i data show a weak source around ∼106 km s −1 , slightly offset from its optical position as already indicated by Bouchard et al. (2005) . It remains unclear if the detected H i emission belongs to the dwarf galaxy. The optical velocity of 117 ± 5 km s −1 (Jerjen et al. 1998 ) is also slightly offset. We measure FHI = 0.1 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 9 × 10 4 M⊙. ESO294-G010 appears to be similar to dwarf galaxies of mixed type like Phoenix, LGS 3 and KK 3.
ESO410-G005 (HIPASS J0015-32) is a dwarf galaxy at DTRGB = 1.92 ± 0.19 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2000) . Its stellar morphology resembles that of a dwarf elliptical, while our H i detections at v hel = 20 -52 km s −1 , both with the Parkes telescope and the ATCA, suggest that it is most likely a transition-type dwarf galaxy. No H i emission was detected with the ATCA at velocities around +160 km s −1 where Bouchard et al. (2005) report a detection using the Parkes telescope. Using our ATCA H i data we determine a center position of α, δ(J2000) = 00:15:30.9, -32:10:52, an H i diameter of 1.
′ 5 × 1. ′ 0 (840 pc × 560 pc), P A = 320
• , a systemic velocity of vsys = 36 ± 2 km s −1 (vLG = 53 km s −1 ) and a 50% (20%) velocity width of 22.8 km s −1 (31.3 km s −1 ). Furthermore, we measure FHI = 0.93 Jy km s −1 , corresponding to an H i mass of 8 × 10 5 M⊙. We calculate a mass-to-light ratio (MHI/LB) = 0.22 M⊙/ L⊙. The ATCA H i velocity field shows a gradient perpendicular to the stellar disc, similar to that discussed for ESO349-G031. High resolution ATCA H i images indicate the H i emission is offset from the optical centre, located on both sides of the minor axis. It is unclear if the gas is rotating or being accreted/ejected. If the observed velocity gradient is due to rotation (vrot = 15 km s −1 ) we calculate M dyn = 2 × 10 7 M⊙.
IC 5152 (HIPASS J2202-51) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 1.97 Mpc (Tully et al. 2006) . Its ATCA H i distribution extends well beyond the bright stellar disc (see Fig. 8 ). We measure FHI = 98.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 9.0×10 7 M⊙. The H i velocity field, which shows a twisting P A, was analysed by van Eymeren et al. (2009c) who determine the rotation curve up to a radius of 4 kpc. A comprehensive multi-wavelength description of IC 5152 is given by Kirby et al. (2012) , who also carry out some kinematic modelling. Using 3D FAT Wang et al. (2017) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 58 km s −1 at Rmax = 3.6 kpc (see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2.8 × 10 9 M⊙. HST images of IC 5152 reveal several blue star complexes and dust patches. Our 20-cm ATCA radio continuum images show two bright star forming regions, coincident with ithe MIPS 24µm emission peaks (Shao et al. 2017 ). Hα emission is detected in and between those two regions (Meurer et al. 2006) .
UGCA 438 (HIPASS J2326-32) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a TRGB distances of 2.18 ± 0.09 Mpc (Dalcanton et al. 2009 ). The results of stellar photometry, made difficult by a bright foreground star, are presented by Lee & Byun (1999) . Kaisin et al. (2007) spot a single Hα emission region, while the GALEX U V emission is clearly extended. Buyle et al. (2006) report CO non-detections for both UGCA 438 and IC 5152 and show preliminary ATCA H i intensity maps. Here we show -for comparison with ESO410-G005 -high-resolution (30 ′′ ) ATCA H i distributions of both galaxies overlaid on to DSS2 B-band optical images (see Fig. 8 ). The H i gas associated with UGCA 438 is mostly found outside the stellar disc, with H i peaks to the north and south plus a minor peak to the east. The gas distribution is highly peculiar and gives the appearance of a fragmented H i ring; the H i velocity field shows no clear signs of rotation. H i emission is detected in the velocity range from ∼46 to 80 km s −1 . Using our ATCA H i data we measure FHI = 3.7 Jy km s −1 which corresponds to an H i mass of only 4.1 × 10 6 M⊙. We note that in HIPASS the galaxy UGCA 438 is confused with Galactic H i emission.
NGC 247 / NGC 253 subgroup
The large spiral galaxies NGC 247 and NGC 253, together with the dwarf galaxies ESO540-G030, ESO540-G031 and ESO540-G032 form another small association (D ∼ 4 Mpc) within the Sculptor Group.
NGC 247 (HIPASS J0047-20) is a late-type spiral galaxy at a cepheid distance of D = 3.65 ± 0.17 Mpc (Madore et al. 2009 ). This value agrees with its TRGB distance estimate by Karachentsev et al. (2006) . Our ATCA H i moment maps show a mildly warped, regularly rotating disc extending about a factor two beyond the stellar disc. We measure FHI = 662.5 Jy km s −1 , about 10% higher than the HIPASS value ). High-resolution, single-pointing VLA H i maps were obtained by Carignan & Puche (1990b) and Ott et al. (2012) , who measure FHI = 528 ± 18 Jy km s −1 and 382.6 Jy km s −1 (VLA-ANGST project), respectively. Both are missing substantial amounts of H i gas due to the lack of very short baselines and limited field-of-view. NGC 247's closest neighbour is the dIrr galaxy ESO540-G031 (HIPASS J0049-20; UGCA 015).
NGC 253 (HIPASS J0047-25) is a well-known starburst spiral galaxy and the brightest member of the Sculptor Group. It is oriented close to edge-on with an optical extent of 32 ′ × 8 ′ (see Table 2 ) and ∼ 50 ′ × 30 ′ at ∼28 mag arcsec −2 (Malin & Hadley 1997) . We have adopted a TRGB distance of 3.94 ± 0.37 Mpc . Our ATCA data show bright H i emission extending barely beyond the stellar disc and H i absorption (visible as the central hole) against the prominent starburst region. The mean H i velocity field highlights the fast rotating disc (vrot = 213 km s −1 , see Table 8 ) with only minor deviations from regular rotation in its outskirts. The brightest H i emission is detected in the barred region of NGC 253.
Previous ATCA H i observations of NGC 253 were presented by Koribalski, Whiteoak & Houghton (1995) and Boomsma et al. (2005) . Lucero et al. (2015) use the Karoo Array Telescope (KAT-7) to map the extended H i structure of NGC 253 at low resolution (∼3.
′ 5) down to column densities of NHI = 1.3 × 10 19 cm −2 . They measure FHI = 728 ± 36 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with the HIPASS FHI of 692.9±42.2 Jy km s −1 ). Both are lower limits due to significant H i absorption against the bright star-forming inner region of NGC 253, which covers the same velocity range as the H i emission (Koribalski, Whiteoak & Houghton 1995) . Using our ATCA H i maps we measure FHI = 746.8 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 2.7 × 10 9 M⊙. Using 3D FAT Wang et al. (2017) obtained an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 200 km s −1 at Rmax = 17.2 kpc (see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.6 × 10 11 M⊙.
In the following we briefly discuss three faint dwarf galaxies (ESO540-G030, ESO540-G031, and ESO540-G032) near NGC 247; these are not part of the LVHIS galaxy atlas presented here. obtained TRGB distances of 3.40 ± 0.34 Mpc (ESO540-G030), 3.34 ± 0.24 Mpc (ESO540-G031), and 3.42 ± 0.27 Mpc (ESO540-G032), suggesting that this dwarf grouping lies slightly in front of the spiral galaxy NGC 247.
ESO540-G030 is a low surface brightness dwarf galaxy. Jerjen et al. (1998 Jerjen et al. ( , 2000 measured an integrated magnitude of BT = 16.37 mag and an SBF distance of 3.19 ± 0.13 Mpc. In addition to a large number of red stars, also detect a number of blue stars in the central region of ESO540-G030, suggesting that it is a transition dSph/dIrr type galaxy. Deep Parkes and ATCA H i observations were presented by Bouchard et al. (2005) , resulting in a tentative detection. They derive a total H i mass of 8.9 ± 1.9 × 10 5 M⊙ and note a positional offset between the H i gas and the stellar component. 6 M⊙(see also Warren et al. 2007) . The H i emission of ESO540-G031 is offset towards the southwestern side of the stellar body. Its relatively bright GALEX U V emission suggests significant star formation (SFR = 1.4 × 10 −3 M⊙ yr −1 ; Ott et al. 2012 ).
ESO540-G031 (HIPASS J0049
ESO540-G032 is another transition-type dwarf galaxy. Parkes and ATCA H i data by Bouchard et al. (2005) suggest a centre velocity of 228 km s −1 . The detection was later confirmed by Da Costa et al. (2008) who also obtain new HST-ACS optical data, deriving a TRGB distance of 3.7 ± 0.2 Mpc and MHI = 9.1 × 10 5 M⊙. Their ATCA image shows an H i source with a faint eastern extension.
NGC 7793 subgroup
NGC 7793 (HIPASS J2357-32) is a bright spiral galaxy in the Sculptor group at a TRGB distance of 3.91 ± 0.41 Mpc . We use the low-resolution ATCA 16-pointing mosaic data of NGC 7793 and its surroundings to obtain H i maps of NGC 7793. The ATCA H i distribution extends beyond the previously published singlepointing VLA maps (Carignan & Puche 1990a; . We measure DHI = 16.
′ 5 (see Table 6 ) and FHI = 292.6 Jy km s with the VLA, missing H i gas mainly in the extended outer disc. Our mean H i velocity field shows that the position angle of NGC 7793's outer disc (P A = 300
• ) is much larger than that of its stellar disc (P A = 278
• ), suggesting a significant warp. This is also supported by the closed velocity contours. Carignan & Puche (1990a) also notice the P A change. They determine the rotation curve out to a radius of 7.
′ 5 (see also de Blok et al. 2008 ). Significant uncertainties remain about the inclination angle change in the outer disc, affecting the shape of the rotation curve. Combining the ATCA and VLA H i data would be of significant benefit for studying the outer disc gas distribution and kinematics (see also Radburn-Smith et al. 2012 , 2014 . NGC 7793 has two dwarf companions, ESO349-G031 and UGCA 442, located at projected distances of ∼3
• .
ESO349-G031 (HIPASS J0008-34), best known as the Sculptor Dwarf Irregular Galaxy (SDIG), has an extremely low stellar luminosity and is most likely a transitiontype dwarf galaxy (Côté et al. 2000) . For a comprehensive study of its stellar properties and star formation history see Heisler et al. (1997) and Lianou & Cole (2013) , respectively. Karachentsev et al. (2006) determined a TRGB distance of 3.21 ± 0.26 Mpc. Its nearest neighbour is the spiral galaxy NGC 7793 (see Fig. 7) , which lies at a projected distance of ∼3
• (∼200 kpc). Our ATCA data show a resolved H i source with a clear velocity gradient. We measure FHI = 4.8 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 1.2×10 7 M⊙; our fitted H i position agrees with the optical centre. Using higher resolution VLA H i maps Côté et al. (2000) find the H i kinematical major axis (118
• ) -also seen in our ATCA H i mapsperdendicular to the optical position angle (30.3
• ), suggesting that the gas is rotating about the optical minor axis. This would make SDIG another dwarf transitional galaxy.
Similar misalignments are seen in Sextans A (Skillman et al. 1988) , NGC 5253 (Kobulnicky & Skillman 1995; López-Sánchez et al. 2008 , and GR 8 (Carignan et al. 1990) . Hα images of SDIG show very faint regions of diffuse emission (Meurer et al. 2006; Kaisin et al. 2007 ) and two point sources (Bouchard et al. 2009 ). Higher resolution ATCA H i maps will provide more information on the morphology and peculiar kinematics of the cold gas.
UGCA 442 (HIPASS J2343-31) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy oriented close to edge-on. give a TRGB distance of 4.27 ± 0.52 Mpc. Its nearest neighbour is the bright spiral galaxy NGC 7793, just over 3
• away (see Fig. 7 ). Using our ATCA H i data we find an extended, regular rotating H i disc apart from minor deviations towards the southern (receding) end (see also Côté et al. 2000) . We measure FHI = 52.2 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 2.2 × 10 8 M⊙. Hα imaging of UGCA 442 revealed five H ii regions within the stellar disc, which are discussed by Miller (1996) , Lee et al. (2003) , and Meurer et al. (2006) .
NGC 625 subgroup
NGC 625 (HIPASS J0054-37) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 3.89 ± 0.22 Mpc (Cannon et al. 2003) . Its nearest neighbour is the dwarf irregular galaxy ESO245-G005 (HIPASS J0145-43) at a projected distance of 170.
′ 3. Our ATCA data show H i emission extending well beyond the stellar disc, including a peculiar H i feature on the western side, and a complex velocity field. The latter shows two H i components, likely a rotating disc (P A ∼ 90
• ) along the major axis and an equally prominent kinematic feature along the minor axis. Côté et al. (2000) find that NGC 625's dominant H i velocity gradient is along the minor axis and speculate whether a recent merger or accretion event could have led to the peculiar kinematics of the H i disc. Using higher resolution observations, Cannon et al. (2004) show that the velocity gradient is due to outflowing H i gas. NGC 625 is also classified as a 'blue amorphous galaxy' (Marlowe, Meurer & Heckman 1999) , suggesting a recent burst of star formation.
ESO245-G005 (HIPASS J0145-43) is a Magellanic barred irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 4.43 ± 0.45 Mpc . It is located ∼3
• (200 kpc at a distance of 4 Mpc) from the spiral galaxy NGC 625 in the outskirts of the Sculptor Group. Our ATCA H i data show a large, somewhat warped H i disc extending well beyond the star-forming stellar body. The H i emission is brightest near three prominent star-forming regions shown in the multiwavelength image by Wang et al. (2017) ; we observe an H i depression towards the galaxy center. Côté et al. (2000) use ATCA H i maps to carry out a tilted-ring analysis; they find the H i kinematical axis of ESO245-G005 to depart from the optical major axis. ESO149-G003 (HIPASS J2352-52) is a Magellanic barred irregular galaxy at a distance of DTF = 5.9 Mpc. It is seen close to edge-on and has a remarkable low-surface brightness (LSB) extension, possibly due to accretion of a dwarf companion. ESO149-G003 is relatively isolated and lies in the southern outskirts of the Sculptor Group. RyanWeber et al. (2004) detect filamentary Hα emission in its bright stellar disc. Furthermore they find an isolated H ii region ∼1.
′ 5 to the west, which might be associated with ESO149-G003. Close inspection of the optical images shows some flaring of the outer LSB component and potentially a very small companion (PGC 441599) to the south-east. The latter lies within the H i envelope. Our ATCA H i moment maps show a slight asymmetry of ESO149-G003's H i distribution, which is further emphasized by its unusual twocomponent velocity field. The peculiar H i emission towards the northern (receding) end of the galaxy, which shows a velocity gradient nearly 90
• different from the rotating disc, is offset from the very faint stellar extension. We suggest that ESO149-G003 may have undergone a minor merger event, the debris of which are detected in the form of H i tidal tails and extended stellar streams. Wang et al. (2016) find the galaxy to lie offset from the DHI-MHI relation, which is not surprising given the extended peculiar emission. We measure FHI = 7.2 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive an H i mass of 5.9 × 10 7 M⊙.
NGC 45 subgroup
The NGC 45 subgroup consists of the galaxies NGC 24, NGC 45, NGC 59 (Fouqué et al. 1992) , and possibly MCG-04-02-003 (all at δ > ∼ − 25 • ). It is located at a larger distance than the main Sculptor members, but is often considered part of the Sculptor group (see Fig. 7 ). These galaxies are briefly described below, but are not part of the LVHIS galaxy atlas presented here. See also Westmeier et al. (2017) for deep Parkes H i observations. NGC 45 (HIPASS J0014-23) is a low surface brightness spiral galaxy with a TRGB distance measurement of 6.6 ± 0.2 Mpc (Jacobs et al. 2009) . Its H i disc (MHI = 2.0×10 9 M⊙) was studied in detail with the VLA by Chemin et al. (2006) who derive a total mass of 3.7×10
10 M⊙ within a radius of 16.7 kpc from rotation curve analysis. GALEX U V images were presented by Lee at al. (2011) .
NGC 24 (HIPASS J0009-24) is a nearly edgeon spiral galaxy with a TRGB distance measurement of 7.7 Mpc. It was studied in H i with the VLA by Chemin et al. (2006) who find a rather regular rotating disc and determine MHI = 7.5 × 10 8 M⊙ and M dyn = 2.8 × 10 10 M⊙ within a radius of 10.5 kpc.
NGC 59 is a small, elliptical galaxy of type dS0. Beaulieu et al. (2006) obtain low-resolution ATCA H i data and determine MHI = 1.5 × 10 7 M⊙. They show a barely resolved H i source centred on the stellar body and derive MHI /LB = 0.07 M⊙ L⊙, similar to typical dIrr galaxies. We suggest that NGC 59 is likely a dwarf transitional galaxy.
MCG-04-02-003 (HIPASS J0019-22) appears to be a blue compact dwarf galaxy with an LSB outer disc (radius ∼ 110 ′′ ) at a Hubble distance of 9.5 Mpc (Warren et al. 2006 , and obtain MHI = 3.4 × 10 8 M⊙ and MHI/LB = 3.0 ± 0.3 M⊙/ L⊙. The H i distribution is very extended, reaching well beyond the faint stellar disc. GALEX U V images show star formation in the galaxy core as well as a ring-like structure (∼5 ′ × 2 ′ ) encompassing the faint stellar disc. Higher resolution H i observations are needed to study the structure and kinematics of this galaxy in greater detail.
The Cen A Group
The nearby Cen A Group consists of two spatially separated sub-groups, one around the spiral galaxy M 83 (NGC 5236) and the other around the giant elliptical galaxy Centaurus A (NGC 5128). estimate mean group distances of 4.8 and 3.8 Mpc, respectively, as well as virial masses of ∼0.82 and 8.1 × 10 12 M⊙. The M 83 sub-group is significantly smaller, a factor 10 less massive and more compact than the Cen A sub-group. Their velocity dispersions differ by a factor two (61 km s −1 for the M 83 and 136 km s −1 for the Cen A sub-group). The gas-rich neighbours of the Cen A galaxy, as measured by the LVHIS project, are nicely visualised in Johnson et al. (2015; their Fig. 1 ). The Cen A Group covers ∼1000 sq deg on the sky and has at least 60 confirmed members, of these the majority are dwarf irregular galaxies. Woodley (2006) estimate a total mass of 9.2 × 10 12 M⊙ for the Cen A group.
The M 83 subgroup
The M 83 subgroup consists of at least 10 galaxies. Of these six gas-rich dwarf galaxies are in the immediate vicinity of M 83 (see Fig. 10 ). Thim et al. (2003) and Jacobs et al. (2009) consisting of ∼10 known galaxies. A large range of distance estimates exist for M 83, the majority of which agree to within 10%. We adopt the TRGB distance estimate of 4.92 ± 0.10 Mpc by Jacobs et al. (2009 Our ATCA H i mosaic of M 83 and its dwarf companions NGC 5264, IC 4316 and UGCA 365, is shown in Fig. 9 .
The integrated H i flux density of M 83 as measured with the ATCA in the maximum entropy moment map is FHI = 1384 Jy km s −1 compared to 1440 Jy km s −1 in the CLEANed map, both are ∼10% lower than the measured single-dish H i flux density. Walter et al. (2008) recover only a quarter of the total H i flux density (361 Jy km s −1 ), due to their single pointing VLA observations and low sensitivity to extended, diffuse H i emission. The H i distribution of M 83, as mapped with the ATCA, is most remarkable (Koribalski 2015 (Koribalski , 2017 Jarrett et al. 2013) . It extends well beyond the GALEX XU V disc (Thilker et al. 2007 ), referred to as a giant 2X-H i disc by Koribalski (2017) . No longer does this grand-design spiral look regular and undisturbed. Our ATCA H i maps show outer disc streamers, irregular enhancements, an asymmetric tidal arm, diffuse emission, and a thoroughly twisted velocity field, much in contrast to its regular appearance in short-exposure optical images. M 83's H i distribution is enormous, several times larger than its stellar disc. It is also a rather massive galaxy, mildly interacting with the neighbouring dwarf galaxies. The effect of this interaction on the dwarfs can of course be rather devastating. It is indeed quite likely that M 83 has accreted dwarf galaxies in the past. While the H i distribution of M 83 has previously been studied, we show the first detailed study of the large-scale emission in M 83 and its surroundings. Huchtmeier & Bohnenstengel (1981) corresponds to ∼ 1.4 × 10 18 atoms cm −2 . We measure a very similar H i extent of roughly 80 ′ × 88 ′ (±4 ′ ), i.e. roughly 100 kpc. The H i distribution is clearly asymmetric as already noted by Huchtmeier & Bohnenstengel, the reason for which becomes immediately obvious in our high-resolution ATCA H i images (see Fig. 9 ). The latter reveal an extended arm emerging from the western part of M 83 and curving 180
• around to the east. The overall impression of M 83 in neutral hydrogen is that of a distorted one-armed spiral, indicating that it may have interacted or merged with another, smaller galaxy. While the velocity field in this extended arm appears to follow the general pattern of rotation, the gas distribution shows numerous irregularities, clumps and bifurcations. The 20 ′ long ridge in the northwest ends in a noticable H i clump and marks a kink in the outer arm. The H i velocity field of M 83 highlights the warped nature of the disc. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtained an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 157.0 km s −1 at Rmax = 50.0 kpc (for i = 40.
• 3 and P A = 226.
• 9; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2.8 × 10
11 M⊙. tances to M 83 and NGC 5264 are very similar (see Table 2 ) both galaxies are likely to be interacting.
UGCA 365 (HIPASS J1336-29) is a dwarf irregular galaxy located 38.
′ 4 from the spiral galaxy M 83, just north of its extended H i envelope. Its TRGB distance is 5.25 ± 0.43 Mpc ), similar to that of M 83 within the given uncertainty. UGCA 365 has an optical size of 1.2 ′ ×0.5 ′ (P A = 31 • ) and a B-band magnitude of 15.43 mag. Our low-resolution ATCA H i data of UGCA 365 show an unresolved source; at higher resolution a velocity pattern along the optical major axis is detected. We measure FHI = 2.9 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 1.9 × 10 7 M⊙. Both the stellar and the gas distribution show some extent to the south-east along the galaxy minor axis, possibly due to the tidal interaction with M 83. Using an inclination-corrected (i = 66
• ) rotational velocity of 50 km s −1 we calculate a total dynamical mass of ∼ 1.2 × 10 9 M⊙ for UGCA 365. The tidal limit at the position of UGCA 365, 38.
′ 4 (50 kpc) from the centre of M 83, is ∼5 kpc. Begum et al. (2008) observed UGCA 365 as part of the FIGGS project. They measure an H i diameter of 0.
′ 9 (∼1.7 × the optical diameter) and an H i flux density of FHI = 2.3 ± 0.2 Jy km s −1 . Their H i map hints at an extension towards the north-west.
ESO444-G084 (HIPASS J1337-28
) is a dwarf irregular galaxy located at a distance of DTRGB = 4.61 ± 0.46 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) . Its closest neighbours • south of M 83 (DTRGB = 4.92 Mpc) but significantly closer. For a detailed, multi-wavelength study see López-Sánchez et al. (2012) . NGC 5253 is one of the closest known BCD galaxies; its outer optical isophotes resemble that of a dwarf elliptical galaxy but the core is dominated by a young starburst and it contains a large amount of gas. Fig. 10 shows a very deep Parkes H i map of the M 83 group, using re-calibrated data from the HIDEEP survey (Koribalski 2006 , Minchin et al. 2003 ; no diffuse H i gas is detected between NGC 5253 and M 83 down to NHI = 10 18 atoms cm −2 for gas filling the beam. Furthermore, the large separation between NGC 5253 and M 83 (at least 1 Mpc based on their independent distances), suggests that no recent tidal interactions occured between the two galaxies. The H i dynamics of NGC 5253 was studied by Kobulnicky & Skillman (1995) using very short (45 min.) VLA observations. They found that most of the H i gas appears to rotate around the major axis of the stellar distribution. We note that the integrated H i flux density measured with the VLA (FHI = 24 Jy km s −1 ) is only 54% of that detected by HIPASS (see Table 2 ). Kobulnicky & Skillman (2008) explore if gas inflow, outflow or galaxy interactions are the cause of NGC 5253's unusual H i gas dynamics. Using ATCA H i data from the LVHIS project López-Sánchez et al. (2008, 2012) further investigate NGC 5253 and conclude that NGC 5253 experienced infall of a low-metallicity H i cloud along the minor axis, triggering the powerful starburst. NGC 5253 is one of several dwarf starburst galaxies with highly unusual H i kinematics, including NGC 625 (Cannon et al. 2004 ), M 82 (Yun, Ho & Lo 1993) , and IC 10 (Huchtmeier 1979; Wilcots & Miller 1998; Manthey & Oosterloo 2008) . The latter two, M 82 and IC 10, show H i streamers most likely due to galaxy interactions.
IC 4316 (HIPASS J1340-28) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 4.41 ± 0.44 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) , located 72.
′ 5 north-east of M 83 (see Fig. 10 ). The large (mostly red) low surface brightness stellar body resembles that of an early-type galaxy while optical and GALEX U V images of the inner region are typical of dIrr galaxies. Our ATCA H i data show a marginally resolved source with just a hint of gas motions along the N-S axis, well offset from the stellar major axis (see also López-Sánchez et al. 2012) . We measure FHI = 2.6 Jy km s −1 , somewhat more than in HIDEEP (Minchin et al. 2003) , and derive MHI = 1.2 × 10 7 M⊙. Begum et al. (2008) show a barely resolved GMRT H i intensity map of IC 4316.
NGC 5264 (HIPASS J1341-29) is a Magellanic irregular galaxy of type IB(s)m), located very close to the eastern tidal arm of M 83 (see Figs. 9 and 10). Our ATCA H i maps reveal an extended, slowly rotating, possibly warped disc. The independent distance estimates for NGC 5264 (DTRGB = 4.53 ± 0.45 Mpc, Karachentsev et al. 2002) and M 83 (DTRGB = 4.92±0.10 Mpc) suggest they may be physically close and are likely tidally interacting. Their respective Local Group velocities are 300 km s −1 (NGC 5264) and 332 km s −1 (M 83); see Table 6 . NGC 5264 lies ∼1
• from the centres of M 83 (HIPASS 1337-29) and IC 4316 (HIPASS J1340-28). Our ATCA H i maps show a well-resolved H i distribution and rather peculiar velocity field. We measure FHI = 10.3 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS and HIDEEP , Minchin et al. 2003 , and derive MHI = 5.0 × 10 7 M⊙. Very short VLA observations by Simpson & Gottesman (2000) show H i emission in an asymmetric ring-like distribution or central depression; they detect only ∼40% of the total H i flux. López-Sánchez et al. (2012) study the nearby starburst dwarf galaxy NGC 5253, south of M 83, and provide a comparison with its dwarf neighbours, incl. NGC 5264. For a separation of 80 kpc between NGC 5264 and M 83 the tidal radius at the position of NGC 5264 is ∼7 kpc, similar to the size of the ATCA H i distribution. GALEX U V and Hα emission is detected in NGC 5264, which is dominated by two bright H ii regions; SFR ∼ 0.02 M⊙ yr −1 (Lee et al. 2009 ). ATCA 20-cm radio continuum emission is detected (Shao et al. 2017 ).
AM1321-304 (HIPASS J1324-30
) is a Magellanic dwarf irregular (dIm) galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 4.63 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) . Its nearest large neighbour is the spiral galaxy M 83 at a projected distance of 173. ′ 7. Our ATCA H i maps reveal a marginally resolved source without a distinct velocity gradient. We measure FHI = 1.7 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with Begum et al. (2008) who observed AM1321-304 as part of the FIGGS project. The HIPASS FHI of 3.9 ± 2.5 Jy km s −1 is higher but with a large uncertainty (Banks et al. 1999) . Begum et al. (2008) measure an H i diameter of 1.
′ 4 (∼ the optical diameter).
IC 4247 (HIPASS J1326-30A) is a dwarf irregular galaxy in the M 83 sub-group with DTRGB = 4.97 ± 0.49 Mpc ). Its systemic velocity is 420 km s −1 (Banks et al. 1999; Minchin et al. 2003) . IC 4247's nearest neighbours are AM 1321-304 (45.
′ 8), HIPASS J1321-31 (100.
′ 5), KKs 54 (113. ′ 2) and M 83 (136. ′ 6); projected distances are given in brackets. Our low-resolution ATCA H i data show a marginally resolved source with a velocity gradient along the major axis. Higher resolution ATCA H i images reveal a tear-drop shaped gas distribution, hinting at tidal interactions. We measure FHI = 3.3 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIDEEP (Minchin et al. 2003) , and derive an H i mass of 1.9 × 10 7 M⊙. Lee et al. (2007) measure the properties of two H ii regions in IC 4247. There are luminous AGB stars, helium-burning stars and some early type stars detected in this galaxy, indicating ongoing star formation. A detailed analysis of its star formation history shows the galaxy was constantly forming stars during its lifetime (Crnojević et al. 2011 ).
The Cen A subgroup
The Cen A subgroup is dominated by the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 5128 (Cen A), an active radio galaxy which lies ∼13.3
• (∼1 Mpc) south of M 83. Fig. 14 shows the 20-cm radio continuum emission of Cen A as mapped by the Parkes 64-m telescope (Calabretta et al. 2014) , overlaid with HIPASS contours and galaxy labels. Cen A's giant radio lobes extend over 10
• in the north-south direction. New radio and optical images of Cen A are presented by McKinley et al. (2018) dwarf galaxies are also known in the vicinity of Cen A.
Recent deep imaging of NGC 5128 (Cen A) by Crnojević et al. (2016) using Megacam on the Magellan telescope reveals new stellar streams, shells, and faint dwarf galaxies in its vicinity. For the nine dwarf galaxies with distance estimates, they give upper limits of MHI ∼ 5 × 10 6 M⊙ from HIPASS. Grossi et al. (2007) present an in-depth study of three unusual dwarf galaxies in the Cen A Group: HIPASS J1321-31, HIPASS J1337-39 and HIDEEP J1337-3320. They obtain deep HST WFPC2 images through the F555W and F814W filters (∼5000 s each), R-band and Hα images with the WIYN 3.5-m telescope as well as ATCA H i moment maps. Only HIPASS J1337-39 is detected in Hα. They also note that HIPASS J1328-30 is a distant LSB galaxy with v hel ∼ 8100 km s −1 which lies in the line-of-sight to a Galactic HVC. Crnojević et al. (2012) study five dIrr galaxies in the Cen A Group: CEN06, ESO269-G058, AM1318-444, HIPASS J1348-37 and ESO384-G016. They analyse archival HST ACS data in the F606W and F814W filters to study the stellar populations, metallicities and stellar masses. Neither AM1318-44 nor ESO384-G016 were detected in HIPASS and therefore not selected as part of the LVHIS sample. AM1318-444 (KK 196 ) has a distance of DTRGB = 3.98 ± 0.29 Mpc ), located at α, δ(J2000) = 13:21:47.1, -45:03:48.0. It appears to be in or near the southern radio lobe of Cen A. Lee et al. (2007) detect Hα emission and derive a stellar mass of about 2.7 × 10 7 M⊙. Using HIPASS we determine an upper limit of FHI = 5 Jy km s −1 , assuming v hel = 741 km s −1 and a velocity width of 100 km s −1 . The r.m.s. noise in the area is increased due to the bright radio emission from Cen A's southern lobe.
ESO376-G016 (HIPASS J1043-37) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a distance of DTF = 7.1 Mpc. Its nearest neighbour is ESO318-G013 (HIPASS J1047-38; v hel = 716 km s −1 ) about 2 • away. Our ATCA data show a regularly rotating H i disc extending well beyond the stellar body. We measure FHI = 10.2 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 1.2 × 10 8 M⊙.
ESO318-G013 (HIPASS J1047-38) is a small, edge-on spiral galaxy at a distance of DTF = 6.5 Mpc. Its nearest neighbour is ESO376-G016 (HIPASS J1043-37; v hel = 668 km s −1 ) about 2
• away. Our ATCA data show a wellresolved, but somewhat lopsided H i disc extending well beyond the stellar body. While its rotation appears regular, the gas distribution shows some peculiar features. A faint H i tail on the western (receding) side may hint at tidal interactions. We measure FHI = 9.1 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 9.1 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO215-G?009 (HIPASS J1057-48)
is a highly obscured (b = 10.5
• ) dwarf irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 5.25 ± 0.41 Mpc ). It appears to be rather isolated with a low current star formation rate. Its nearest known neighbour is likely the small spiral galaxy ESO318-G013 (HIPASS J1047-38) nearly 10
• away. Warren, Jerjen & Koribalski (2004) determine an H i mass to light ratio of MHI / LB = 22 ± 4 M⊙ / L⊙, the highest recorded for a galaxy in the literature. Our ATCA data show the H i disc of ESO215-G?009 to extend over six times the Holmberg radius of the stellar disc. We measure FHI = 110.1 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 7.1 × 10 8 M⊙. Warren et al. (2004) note that its azimuthally averaged surface density remains below the critical gas surface density at all radii. While its rotation pattern is very regular, the galaxy's near circular shape (suggesting a near face-on orientation if the gas rotates in circular orbits) is somewhat in contrast to the measured rotation amplitude. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 93.0 km s −1 at Rmax = 9.3 kpc (for i = 18.
• 5 and P A = 119.
• 7; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.9 × 10 10 M⊙. See also previous H i kinematics analysis by Warren et al. (2004) and Kirby et al. (2012) .
ESO320-G014 (HIPASS J1137-39)
is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 6.08 ± 0.65 Mpc , located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. Its closest known companion is the dwarf galaxy HIPASS J1132-32, and its most massive companions are NGC 3621 (HIPASS J1118-32) and Cen A (HIPASS J1324-42). Our ATCA data show a barely resolved H i source centred on the fuzzy stellar body; a faint GALEX U V source is also detected. Deep infrared photometry was obtained by Young et al. (2014) . A weak gradient is seen in the H i velocity field, but higher resolution is needed for fur- ther analysis of the gas kinematics. We measure FHI = 2.0 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive MHI = 1.7 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO379-G007 (HIPASS J1154-33)
is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 5.22 ± 0.52 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) , located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. The stellar core appears to be embedded in a low-surface brightness disc, which is somewhat extended to the east. Its nearest neighbour is likely ESO379-G024 (181.
′ 6 away), discussed below. Our ATCA data show the H i distribution and velocity field to be somewhat asymmetric, with the eastern side more diffuse and extended than the western side. We measure FHI = 4.8 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 3.1 × 10 7 M⊙. Begum et al. (2008) observed ESO379-G007 as part of the FIGGS project. They measure an H i diameter of 3. ′ 6 and an H i flux density of FHI = 5.0 ± 0.5 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with our HIPASS and ATCA measurements. Bouchard et al. (2009) find just one H ii region, located ∼10 ′′ west of the optical centre. The galaxy shape and kinematics suggest that ram pressure or tidal forces may play a role and could possibly be responsible for the offset star-forming region. -35) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a Hubble distance of 4.9 Mpc, also located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. Using HIPASS we measure vsys = 631 km s −1 and obtain vLG = 356 km s −1 . The 6dF optical velocity for ESO379-G024 is 652 ± 55 km s −1 . Its nearest neighbour is likely the galaxy ESO379-G007 (HIPASS J1154-33), ∼3
ESO379-G024 (HIPASS J1204
• away. The ATCA H i distribution of ESO379-G024 is noticeably lopsided, with more H i gas on the south-western side. The H i velocity field is somewhat irregular, suggesting a mixture of low rotation and peculiar velocities. We measure FHI = 2.6 Jy km s −1 , within the uncertainties of the HIPASS FHI, and derive MHI = 1.5 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO321-G014 (HIPASS J1214-38)
is a dwarf irregular galaxy (type IABm) at DTRGB = 3.18 ± 0.23 Mpc (Dalcanton et al. 2009 ), located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. Its nearest known neighbour, the galaxy ESO379-G024 (discussed above), lies 3
• away. Using our ATCA H i data we measure FHI = 5.1 Jy km s −1 , more than three times the H i emission detected by Begum et al. (2008) with the GMRT. The HIPASS FHI value of 6.4 ± 1.6 Jy km s −1 ) agrees within the uncertainties. We derive an H i mass of 1.2 × 10 7 M⊙. We find the H i distribution to be quite symmetric apart from small deviations of the velocity field towards the northern end. The stellar distribution has a peculiar arrow shape (very prominent in GALEX U V images) with star formation most prominent in the southern part. Bouchard et al. (2009) (Calabretta et al. 2014) . All known group members in the displayed area are marked: dIrr galaxies (blue circles; named), dSph galaxies (red circles), and the dwarf transitional galaxy NGC 5237 (purple circle; named). The gridded HIPASS beam is 15. ′ 5.
age, indicating weak emission along the galaxy minor axis.
ESO381-G018 (HIPASS J1244-35)
is a dwarf irregular galaxy in the Cen A group, located at a TRGB distance of 5.32 ± 0.51 Mpc . Its nearest neighbour is ESO381-G020 (HIPASS J1246-33), just over 2
• away. Our ATCA H i maps show a barely resolved source with a regular rotating disc. We measure FHI = 2.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive an H i mass of 1.7 × 10 7 M⊙. A detailed study of its star formation history suggests there were two recent star formation bursts (Crnojević et al. 2011 ).
ESO381-G020 (HIPASS J1246-33) is a dwarf irregular galaxy in the Cen A group, located at a TRGB distance of 5.44 ± 0.37 Mpc ). Its outer stellar disc has a slightly triangular shape, appearing much wider in the SE than the NW. Our ATCA H i data reveal a well-resolved, regular rotating disc, ∼10 times more massive than that of its nearest neighbour ESO381-G018 (HIPASS J1244-35). The mean H i velocity field indicates a mild warp of the outer H i disc (Côté et al. 2000 . We measure FHI = 32.8 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive 2.3×10
8 M⊙. In contrast to its neighbour, ESO381-G020 is clearly detected in Hα, indicating ongoing star formation (Lee et al. 2007 , Bouchard et al. 2009 , Côté et al. 2009 ) at a rate of ∼3-6 ×10 −3 M⊙ yr −1 ; see also Crnojević et al. (2011) .
NGC 4945 (HIPASS J1305-49) is a well-known starburst spriral galaxy (type SBcd) in the Cen A group. It is oriented close to edge-on, highly obscured in the optical and located at a distance of DTRGB = 3.80 Mpc (Mould & Sakai 2008) . Its nearest neighbours are ESO269-G058 (157.
′ 1), ES0269-G?066 (285. ′ 1; v hel = 784 km s −1 ) and NGC 5206 (290.
′ 2); projected distances are given in brackets. About 7 ′ north-west of the centre of NGC 4945 lies a faint galaxy, sometimes known as CEN05, but identified to be a distant spiral galaxy by Bouchard et al. (2004) . Early ATCA H i maps of NGC 4945 were published by Ott et al. (2001) . They also map the extended 20-cm radio continuum emission of NGC 4945 and estimate a flux density of 4.2 ± 0.1 Jy over the central source. Consequently, H i absorption dominates in the galaxy core, extending over ±200 km s −1 with respect to the systemic velocity. This is similar to the velocity range of the main H i emission. Here we present H i results from new ATCA mosaic observations in the EW367 and 750A arrays. The overall impression is that of a large, symmetric, regularly rotating H i disc, which does not extend much beyond the bright stellar disc. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 173.6 km s −1 at Rmax = 16.7 kpc (for i = 82.
• 8 and P A = 44.
• 2; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.2 × 10 11 M⊙. NGC 4945 has the highest rotational velocity in our sample. A peculiar H i feature is seen towards the south, possibly extraplanar gas lagging behind. Combining all the available ATCA H i data will allow a much more detailed analysis. Using our low-resolution ATCA mosaic we measure FHI = 405.3 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 1.4 × 10 9 M⊙. This is ∼20% higher than the HIPASS FHI, which is significantly affected by H i absorption ). Bouchard et al. (2007) obtained H i observations for 18 dwarf galaxies in the Cen A Group. They detect five galaxies (ESO269-G037, CEN06, UGCA 365, ESO384-G016 and ESO272-G025) with the ATCA and quote upper limits for the remaining galaxies. For the dE galaxy ESO269-G?066 (KK 190; DTRGB = 3.82 ± 0.26 Mpc; , which was observed with the 64-m Parkes telescope for over 10 h, Bouchard et al. (2007) give an upper limit of FHI = 0.026 Jy km s −1 . This corresponds to an MHI limit of ∼9 ×10 4 M⊙. In the vicinity is also the dwarf galaxy ESO269-G037 (type dSph or dIrr). Using ATCA H i observation Bouchard et al. (2007) find v hel = 744 km s −1 and FHI = 0.14 ± 0.02 Jy km s −1 . The latter corresponds to an H i mass of only 4 × 10 5 M⊙ for DTRGB = 3.48 ± 0.35 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) .
CEN06 (HIPASS J1305-40)
is a dwarf galaxy, also known as KK 182, at a distance of DTRGB = 5.78±0.42 Mpc . It is located behind M 83 and Cen A, separated by ∼1 and 2 Mpc, respectively. CEN06's nearest neighbour is likely NGC 5011C, located more than 3.
• 5 ESO269-G058 (HIPASS J1310-46A) is a peculiar I0-type dwarf galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 3.80 ± 0.29 Mpc . It was first catalogued in H i by Banks et al. (1999) , who established it as a member of the Cen A Group. Using our ATCA H i data we measure a systemic velocity of 400 km s −1 and FHI = 5.4 Jy km s −1 , slightly lower than the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 1.8 × 10 7 M⊙. ESO269-G058 exhibits a regular H i velocity, but we note that its H i emission barely extends beyond the optical body. Its nearest neighbour is probably NGC 4945, over 2.
• 5 away. Hα emission was detected by Phillips et al. (1986) , and Crnojević et al. (2012) derive a stellar mass of ∼ 9×10 8 M⊙. The enhanced star formation observed in ESO269-G058 may have been triggered by tidal interactions ∼1 Gyr in the past (Davidge 2007) .
HIPASS J1321-31 (KK 195 ) is an unusual dwarf galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 5.22 ± 0.30 Mpc (Pritzl et al. 2003) . Its stellar body (diameter ∼70 ′′ ) is very faint and diffuse; no Hα emission was detected (Banks et al. 1999 , Meurer et al. 2006 , Grossi et al. 2007 ). Using our ATCA H i data we determine a center position of α, δ(J2000) = 13:21:09.4, -31:32:01.2, just east of the stellar body. Faint GALEX U V emission is also detected. The ATCA H i distribution is resolved and shows an east-west velocity gradient. Grossi et al. (2007) detect only the bright H i component, which is located to the south-east of the optical centre, while we find further H i emission to the west. We measure FHI = 5.2 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive = MHI = 3.3 × 10 7 M⊙. HIPASS J1321-31 has a high MHI/LB ratio of 4.6. Begum et al. (2008) observed HIPASS J1321-31 as part of the FIGGS project. They measure an H i diameter of 5 arcmin and an H i flux density of FHI = 4.8 ± 0.5 Jy km s −1 , slightly lower than our HIPASS and ATCA measurements.
NGC 5102 (HIPASS J1321-36) is a large lenticular galaxy of type SA0 at a distance of DTRGB = 3.40 ± 0.39 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. Its nearest neighbours are HIPASS J1337-39 (267.
′ 5), HIPASS J1305-40 (287. ′ 2), and ESO324-G024 (298.
′ 4); projected distances are given in brackets. Our ATCA H i moment maps reveal a large, somewhat asymmetric H i disc with a central H i depression that coincides with the bright stellar body. Most of the galaxy's H i emission resides in a ring-like structure of 3.
′ 5 radius, also seen by van Woerden et al. (1993) , surrounded by much fainter emission in the outskirts. A prominent H i extension to the south-west resembles a tidal arm, suggesting ongoing gas accretion. NGC 5102's H i velocity field highlights the lopsided and mildly warped nature of the disc. We measure FHI = 85.4 Jy km s (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 94.3 km s −1 at Rmax = 10.5 kpc (for i = 75.
• 3 and P A =
42.
• 2; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2 × 10 10 M⊙. Based on a stellar population study Davidge (2008) find NGC 5102 to be a post-starburst galaxy. Mitzkus et al. (2016) provide an excellent literature overview and analyse the stellar population and kinematics in the central region of NGC 5102 via MUSE data, suggesting two counter-rotating stellar discs. Faint radio continuum emission is detected in the galaxy core (1.7 ± 0.5 mJy).
NGC 5128 (HIPASS J1324-42; Cen A) is a nearby radio galaxy (DT RGB = 3.77±0.38 Mpc; Rejkuba 2004) with two giant lobes spanning ∼8 degrees on the sky (ie., ∼0.5 Mpc). It is the dominant elliptical galaxy in the Cen A/M 83 galaxy group, which is known to contain ∼100 members. The bright and extended 20-cm radio continuum emission provides some technical challenges for accurate H i measurements which are further complicated by the presence of both H i emission and absorption over a wide velocity range (see Koribalski et al. 2004 ). In Fig. 14 we show the radio lobes of Cen A as well as the locations of gas-rich or gas-poor group members.
Cen A's optical appearance is that of a giant elliptical surrounded by a prominent band of highly opaque dust, which matches the H i disc detected with the ATCA. Struve et al. (2010) measure FHI = 144 Jy km s −1 , somewhat more than obtained by van Gorkom et al. (1990) , and derive MHI = 4.9 × 10 8 M⊙. For a comparison with Parkes FHI measurements see the discussion in Koribalski et al. (2004;  their Section 3.6). Struve et al. (2010) obtain an H i extent of 814 ′′ or 15 kpc and find a regular rotating, highly warped disc. Further H i emission is detected in the outer disc, somewhat aligned with the faint optical shells of Cen A and likely the result of gas accretion in a recent merger event. Schiminovich et al. (1994) also find H i emission associated with the diffuse shells of NGC 5128 and measure FHI = 208 Jy km s −1 . Parkes H i spectra obtained by Gardner & Whiteoak (1976) shows emission from ∼250 to 850 km s −1 . Using HIPASS we estimate an H i mass of at least 6 × 10 8 M⊙. Furthermore, we detect H i emission east and west of Cen A (sources A, B and C in Fig. 14) without stellar counterparts. These could either be very faint dwarf galaxies near Cen A or another set of H i shells. Their α, δ(J2000) positions and H i properties are as follows. Source A: 13:28:39.9, -42:56:56.5 (∼349 -507 km s −1 , 35. ′ 4 east of Cen A, FHI = 7.9 ± 1.1 Jy km s −1 ; slightly elongated N-S); source B: 13:23:46.2, -43:06:19.9 (∼257 -414 km s −1 , 19. ′ 2 west of Cen A, unresolved in HIPASS), and source C: 13:21:16.9, -42:45:24.1 (∼507 -534 km s −1 , 48. ′ 5 east of Cen A, elongated NW-SE in HIPASS. GALEX U V images do not reveal any counterparts.
ESO324-G024 (HIPASS J1327-41) is a Magellanic irregular galaxy located near or within the northern radio lobe of Cen A (Johnson et al. 2015) . Its TRGB distance of 3.73 ± 0.43 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002; Jacobs et al. 2009 ) places it > ∼ 100 kpc from the centre of Cen A, making it the closest dIrr companion. Numerous dSph galaxies (eg., KKs 55, AM1318-444, KK 197) are possibly located even closer to Cen A than ESO324-G024 (see Fig. 15 ). Our ATCA data show a tadpole-shaped H i distribution, the head of which agrees with the stellar body. The H i tail points in a north-east direction and shows a disturbed velociy field. Côté et al. (2009) detect just a few H ii regions, mostly outside the bright stellar disc. For a detailed analysis of ESO324-G024's H i morphology, kinematics, star formation and polarisation properties see Johnson et al. (2015) .
ESO270-G017 (HIPASS J1334-45), also known as the Fourcade-Figueroa galaxy, is a highly obscured edgeon spiral. assigned a distance of Dmem = 3.6 Mpc based on the assumption that it is a member of the Cen A subgroup. Here we adopt the TRGB distance of 6.95 ± 0.16 Mpc derived by Jacobs et al. (2009) , in agreement with the Hubble distance obtained from ESO270-G017's Local Group velocity (vLG = 611 km s −1 ). Our ATCA H i maps reveal a well-resolved disc with a mostly regular rotation pattern (see also Koribalski 2008) . Some peculiar motions are discernible on the western (approaching) side, which also shows a higher velocity dispersion. The observed H i extent of ESO270-G017 is only slightly larger than the stellar disc detected in deep optical images by David Malin. Mild asymmetries in the stellar disc (typical for SBm type galaxies) match those in the H i distribution. We measure FHI = 224.7 Jy km s −1 , ∼10% higher than the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 2.6×10 9 M⊙.
NGC 5237 (HIPASS J1337-42) appears to be a dwarf transitional galaxy, located in the Cen A group at a distance of DTRGB = 3.40 ± 0.23 Mpc ). Its nearest neighbours are the dSph galaxy KKs 57 (DTRGB = 3.93 ± 0.28), the IBm galaxy ESO325-G?011 (HIPASS J1345-41) and the giant elliptical Cen A, separated by 46.
′ 7, 100. ′ 7 and 134. ′ 3 (∼133 kpc), respectively. Our ATCA H i moment maps reveal a large H i disc, extending well beyond the bright stellar body, and a slightly warped velocity field. In Fig. 11 we show the NGC 5237 H i distribution at different angular resolutions, revealing areas of high-density H i emission within the extended H i disc. Interestingly, we find the densest H i peak to coincide with a young star-forming region, well-resolved in HST images from the Hubble Legacy Archive. While the overall stellar population resembles that of a dwarf elliptical galaxy, the single H ii region to the north-west and offset H i emission suggest that NGC 5237 is a dwarf transitional galaxy. Its vicinity to Cen A makes it likely that tidal interactions / harassment are responsible for the observed peculiarities. Fig. 11 also highlights the difference in position angles between the outer and inner H i distribution, which are both significantly offset from the stellar distribution. Thomson (1992) presents numerical simulations of galaxy interactions in the Cen A group and discusses the likely impact on NGC 5237 and the edge-on galaxy ESO270-G017, also known the FourcadeFigueroa shred. Using our low-resolution ATCA H i maps we measure FHI = 10.9 Jy km s −1 , comparable to the HIPASS FHI of 12.1 ± 2.6 Jy km s −1 , and derive MHI = 3 × 10 7 M⊙. Using 3D FAT obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 75.2 km s −1 at Rmax = 4.9 kpc (for i = 33.
• 8 and P A = 50.
• 2; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 6.5 × 10 9 M⊙. Côté et al. (2009) detect Hα emission from the bright H ii region and derive SFR = 4.6 × 10 −3 M⊙ yr −1 . Radio continuum emission from that region is detected in our ATCA 20-cm data (see Shao et al. 2017 ).
HIPASS J1337-39 appears to be an old dwarf galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 4.83 ± 0.20 Mpc (Grossi et al. 2007) . It is located in the outskirts of the Cen A group, ∼4
• from NGC 5128. Its closest known neighbour is ESO325-G?011, ∼2.
• 5 to the south. HIPASS J1337-39's near spherical stellar distribution (diameter ∼40 ′′ ) resembles that of dSph galaxies, while the ongoing star formation activity, as revealed by the detected Hα emission (Grossi et al. 2007) , is more typical of dIrr galaxies. Our low-resolution ATCA H i moment maps show a symmetric, regularly rotating disc aligned NE to SW. Its centre position is α, δ(J2000) = 13 rmh 37 m 25 s , -39
• 53 ′ 46. ′′ 7 (see Table 8 ), in agreement with the optical centre. In contrast, at high resolution the H i distribution is elongated is the direction perpendicular to the main rotation axis and the velocity field and dispersion becomes noticeably more irregular. The ATCA H i moment maps shown by Grossi et al. (2007) , at a resolution of 31 ′′ × 24 ′′ , reveal a NW extension with a distinct velocity field (possibly an accreted H i gas cloud or companion that triggered the recent SF). The overall impression is that of a dwarf transitional galaxy. We find FHI = 6.9 Jy km s −1 , comparable to Grossi's FHI = 7.2 Jy km s −1 and in agreement with the HIPASS FHI of 6.6 ± 1.8 Jy km s −1 , and derive MHI = 3.8×10 7 M⊙. HIPASS J1337-39 somewhat resembles the Sagittarius dwarf irregular galaxy (SagDIG; HIPASS J1929-17; D = 1.16 Mpc) which is located in the outskirts of the Local Group (Hunter et al. 2012; Begum et al. 2006; Higgs et al. 2016) .
HIDEEP J1337-3320 is a small, low luminosity dwarf galaxy, located at a projected distance of ∼3.5
• ( < ∼ 300 kpc) from M 83. Grossi et al. (2007) derive a distance of DTRGB = 4.4 ± 0.2 Mpc. They suggest it is a transition type dwarf galaxy, similar to LGS3, Phoenix and DDO 210 (the Aquarius dwarf galaxy), based on its very smooth and regular optical morphology (diameter ∼30 ′′ ) and H i gas content (MHI = 5.1 × 10 6 M⊙; MHI/LB = 1.4). -This galaxy is currently not part of the LVHIS galaxy atlas. For a detailed discussion and ATCA H i maps see Grossi et al. (2007) .
ESO325-G?011 (HIPASS J1345-41
) is a Magellanic barred irregular galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 3.40±0.39 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) . Its nearest neighbour appears to be NGC 5237 at a projected distance of 100.
′ 7, while the giant elliptical Cen A is nearly 4 • away. Our ATCA H i maps show a well-resolved, rather regular rotating disc. ESO325-G?011's H i flux density and velocity dispersion are somewhat higher at the north-western (receding) side, which also shows minor asymmetries in the velocity field. The stellar brightness is also significantly higher on the H i-bright side. Using tilted-ring modelling , who provide a detailed description of ESO325-G?011, find vrot = 46 km s −1 (for P A = 302
• ) at Rmax = 3.1 kpc, similar to Côté et al. (2000) . We measure ESO174-G?001 (HIPASS J1348-53) is very low surface brightness galaxy at a distance of DTF = 3.6 Mpc. This is much lower than the Hubble distance of 6.2 Mpc derived from the HIPASS vLG of 466 km s −1 ). ESO174-G?001 -not be confused with the more distant spiral galaxy ESO174-G001 -appears to be rather isolated with the nearest neighbours being NGC 5206, a gaspoor lenticular galaxy, and NGC 4945 (HIPASS J1305-49), a gas-rich starburst galaxy, both more than 5
• away. ESO174-G?001's stellar disc is highly obscured by foreground stars due to its low Galactic latitude of 8.
• 6. The galaxy was not detected in deep H-band observations by Kirby et al. (2008b) . Our ATCA H i moment maps show a very extended H i disc, ∼3 times larger than the stellar disc, and a clear rotation pattern (see also Koribalski 2015 Koribalski , 2017 . We find the kinematic major axis of ESO174-G?001 (P A = 218
• ) differs significantly from the morphological major axis (P A ∼ 165
• ) both of the stellar and the inner H i disc. Kirby et al. (2012) discuss these misalignments and employ tilted-ring fitting to show that the position angle decreases with radius from 233
• to 202
• . Their rotation curve, which appears to flatten reaching Rmax = 360 ′′ (6.3 kpc), shows vrot = 66 km s −1 for i = 40
• . Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain a much higher rotational velocity (vrot = 97.3 km s −1 ) assuming i = 22.
• 7 and P A = 218.
• 4 (see Table 9 ). Neither model fits the observed kinematics well. Similar misalignments are found in NGC 625 (Côteét al. 2000; Cannon et al. 2004 ), IC 4662 (van Eymeren et al. 2010 ) and GR8 (Begum & Chengalur 2003) , who discuss infall/outflow, polar rings and minor mergers. The X-shaped H i distribution in the inner region of ESO174-G?001 provides further clues as to the nature of its peculiar gas kinematics. Using our ATCA H i data we measure FHI = 52.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 1.6 × 10 8 M⊙. A 20-cm radio continuum source (∼7 mJy) is detected just offset from the galaxy centre (Shao et al. 2017) .
HIPASS J1348-37 is a dwarf irregular galaxy at α, δ(J2000) = 13:48:34.1, -37:58:08.0 (see Table 7 ) as measured using our ATCA H i data. It was discovered by Banks et al. (1999) in a detailed HIPASS study of the Cen A Group. Its distance of DTRGB = 5.75 ± 0.66 Mpc ) places it beyond M 83 and more than 2 Mpc from Cen A. Its nearest neighbours are the dwarf galaxies ESO383-G087 (HIPASS J1349-36), ESO384-G016, ESO325-G?011 (HIPASS J1345-41) and NGC 5408 (HIPASS J1403-41). Crnojević et al. (2012) suggest that HIPASS J1348-37 may be a transition-type dwarf galaxy, given its absence of recent star formation. They derive a stellar mass of ∼2 (±1) ×10 7 M⊙. Our ATCA H i data show a barely resolved source, centred on the faint optical body. There is a hint of a north-south velocity gradient. We measure FHI = 1.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive an H i mass of at least 1.2 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO383-G087 (HIPASS J1349-36) is a barred Magellanic dwarf galaxy at a TRGB distance of 3.45 ± 0.27 Mpc , located roughly between M 83 and Cen A. Its nearest neighbours are the dwarf galaxies ESO384-G016 (see Bouchard et al. 2009 , Crnojevć et al. 2012 ) and HIPASS J1348-37, at projected distances of 103.
′ 9 and 114.
′ 8, respectively, while the more massive S0 galaxy NGC 5102 (HIPASS J1321-36) is 5.
• 5 away. Our ATCA data show an extended, but highly asymmetric H i distribution of ESO383-G087 and an unusual H i velocity field. The latter is similar to the H i velocity dispersion map and shows no clear sign of rotation (Koribalski 2007) , which is likely due to the galaxy's face-on orientation. This interpretation is supported by the narrow velocity widths of the integrated H i profile. The very faint spheroidal halo seen in co-added optical images by Kemp & Meaburn (1994) is similar in size to the detected ATCA H i envelope. The somewhat asymmetric H i extensions to the north and south are likely spiral arms. We measure FHI = 25.4 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 7.1 × 10 7 M⊙. Only a partial GALEX U V image is currently available.
ESO384-G016 is a lenticular or transition-type dwarf galaxy, located at α, δ(J2000) = 13:57:01.6, -35:20:02.0 and DTRGB = 4.53 ± 0.31 Mpc ). It is not detected in HIPASS. Beaulieu et al. (2006) report v hel = 504 km s −1 and FHI = 1.3 Jy km s −1 , ie. MHI = 6.5×10 6 M⊙. They show a marginally resolved ATCA H i distribution and suggest the galaxy may be experiencing ram pressure stripping from its passage through the intragroup medium. Jerjen et al. (2000) measure a stellar velocity of 561 ± 32 km s −1 . ESO384-G016 is detected in Hα by Bouchard et al. (2009) , is clearly visible in GALEX U V images and looks like blue compact galaxy in optical images.
HIPASS J1351-47 is a dwarf irregular galaxy at α, δ(J2000) = 13:51:21.2, -46:59:53.0 (see Table 7 ) as measured using our ATCA H i data. It was discovered by Banks et al. (1999) who measured vsys = 530 km s −1 . Its distance of DTRGB = 5.73 ± 0.73 Mpc ) is similar to that of HIPASS J1348-37; both are located in the outskirts of the Cen A Group. Its nearest neighbours appear to be several dSph galaxies, for example LEDA 166179 (see Fig. 15 ). The low Local Group velocity (vLG = 291 km s −1 , Table 2 ) of HIPASS J1351-47 indicates an infall velocity of ∼140 km s −1 towards the group. Our ATCA H i data show a marginally resolved source and hint at a kinematic P A of ∼45
• . We measure FHI = 3.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive an H i mass of 2.8 × 10 7 M⊙.
NGC 5408 (HIPASS J1403-41) is a barred Magellanic irregular galaxy (type IB(s)m) in the Cen A group, located at a distance of 4.81±0.48 Mpc (Karachentsev et al. 2002) . Its closest neighbours are ESO325-G?011 (HIPASS J1345-41), HIPASS J1348-37, and NGC 5237 (HIPASS J1337-42) at projected distances of 207.
′ 7, 264. ′ 5, and 299. ′ 1, respectively. Our ATCA data show a well-resolved, fairly asymmetric H i distribution with a reasonably regular velocity field. The galaxy's south-western side shows peculiar motions and relatively high velocity dispersion. The disturbed appearance, studied in detail by van Eymeren et al. (2010) , could be due to gas outflows and/or accretion. The total H i extent of NGC 5408 is about 10.
′ 0 × 6. ′ 3 (P A = 302 • ), four times larger than its optical size. Van Eymeren et al. (2010) also studied the distribution and kinematics of the ionized gas using Hα images and spectra, revealing a diffuse filamentary structure similar to IC 4662. NGC 5408 is a wellstudied galaxy, mainly because of its ultra-luminous X-ray source, possibly an intermediate mass black hole. Strong 20-cm radio continuum emission is associated with the bright H ii region detected by van Eymeren et al. (2010) .
Circinus (HIPASS J1413-65) is a highly obscured, late-type spiral galaxy with a very large, warped H i disc (Freeman et al. 1977; Jones et al. 1999; Curran et al. 2008; For, Koribalski & Jarrett 2012) . It is located behind the Galactic Plane (at l, b = 311.3
• , -3.8
• ), which makes it difficult to study its optical properties and large-scale environment due to high stellar density and dust extinction (AB = 5.3 mag, Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) . For the same reason, the distance to Circinus is still rather uncertain. Based on a variety of methods, Freeman et al. (1977) derived an approximate distance of 4.2 ± 0.8 Mpc, which we adopt here. estimated DTF = 2.82±0.28 Mpc using 2MASS infrared magnitudes, while K13 give DTF = 4.2 Mpc. Freeman et al. (1977) determine de Vaucouleurs and Holmberg optical diameters for the Circinus Galaxy of 11.
′ 9 and 17. ′ 2, respectively, after extinction correction (their Table 3 ) as well as P A = 210
• and i = 65
• . They give LB = 7.2 × 10 9 L⊙. Using our ATCA H i mosaic we find an enormous H i envelope for the Circinus Galaxy, extending over 60 ′ (at the outermost H i contour), well beyond the optical Holmberg radius. We measure an DHI = 48.
′ 7 at 1 M⊙ pc −2 . Its large H i extent was also noted in the H i surveys of the Zone of Avoidance (HIZOA, Juraszek et al. 2000 , Staveley-Smith et al. 2016 ) and in HIPASS ); see Fig. 13 . The ATCA H i distribution and mean H i velocity field of the Circinus galaxy, obtained with a 12-pointing mosaic in the 375-m configuration, show its large-scale warped H i disc. For, Koribalski & Jarrett (2012) analyse high-resolution Spitzer mid-infrared images of the Circinus Galaxy and compare with Parkes and ATCA H i data. They derive star formation rates and analyse the local star formation conditions. The ionized gas in Circinus was studied by Elmouttie et al. (1998a) via Fabry-Perot Hα imaging. No GALEX U V images are available yet. Circinus also hosts bipolar radio lobes extending perpendicular to the inner disc (Elmouttie et al. 1998b , Wilson et al. 2011 . The large H i discs of Circinus and M 83 are typical for their MHI (see Wang et al. 2016 ) and allow us to obtain accurate rotation curves out to radii of ∼50 kpc. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 161.4 km s −1 at Rmax = 47.2 kpc (for i = 62.
• 2 and P A = 199.
• 6; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2.9 × 10 11 M⊙.
ESO222-G010 (HIPASS J1434-49) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at low Galactic latitude, located in the outskirts of the Cen A group. Its systemic velocity of v hel = 622±5 km s −1 ) and vLG = 431 km s
suggest a Hubble distance of 5.8 Mpc. No TRGB distance is currently available. Our ATCA H i data show a resolved distribution and a regular velocity field (P A ∼ 20 • ), aligned with the faint stellar body. Higher resolution maps are needed to study its H i morphology and velocity field in detail. We measure FHI = 6.1 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 4.8 × 10 7 M⊙. Bright Hα emission detected by Kaisin et al. (2007) agrees with the centre of the ATCA H i distribution presented here.
HIPASS J1441-62 is a dwarf irregular galaxy at α, δ(J2000) = 14:41:42.2, -62:46:04.2 (see Table 7 ) as measured from our ATCA H i data. The galaxy is located at low Galactic latitude (l, b = 315.
• 2, -2.
• 55, AB = 4.9). Its systemic velocity of v hel = 672 ± 8 km s −1 ) and vLG = 461 km s −1 suggest an approximate Hubble distance of 6.0 Mpc. No stellar counterpart is identified. Its nearest known neighbour is the Circinus galaxy, ∼4
• away. Our ATCA data show a resolved H i distribution and a regular velocity field (P A ∼ 260
• ). We measure FHI = 2.4 Jy km s −1 , within the uncertainty of the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 2.0 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO223-G009 (HIPASS J1501-48) is a Magellanic irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 6.49 ± 0.51 Mpc ). Due to its low Galactic latitude (b = 9.
• 2) it is obscured by dust and foreground stars. While the B-band Galactic extinction in this direction is moderate (AB = 0.94), the density of Galactic foreground stars is quite high, making it difficult to estimate the galaxy's optical dimensions and orientation. No optical velocity has yet been measured. Using HST ACS images we find that the main stellar body of ESO223-G009 is best described by an ellipse of size 160 ′′ × 130 ′′ (5 kpc × 4 kpc), P A = 135
• , centered at α, δ(J2000) = 15:01:08, -48:17:30. ESO223-G009 appears to be a relativly isolated galaxy, with only one known neighbour, the late-type spiral ESO274-G001 (HIPASS 1514-46 at D = 3.1 Mpc, i.e. in the foreground), within 3
• . It may form a loose association with the dwarf irregular galaxies ESO222-G010, ESO272-G025 and HIPASS J1526-51 (at projected distances of 266 ′ , 282 ′ , and 300 ′ , respectively), about 2 Mpc behind the Cen A Group. Our ATCA H i maps of ESO223-G009 reveal a large, nearly circular gas distribution and a very peculiar velocity field (see Koribalski 2010) . We measure FHI = 97.0 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derived MHI = 9.6 × 10 8 M⊙. The highly twisted and warped H i velocity field is indicative of a face-on warp where the gaseous disc wobbles in and out of the plane. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 85.6 km s −1 at Rmax = 15.3 kpc (for i = 20.
• 3 and P A = 256.
• 1; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2.6×10 10 M⊙. ESO223-G009 shows similarities to the spiral galaxies NGC 628 (Kamphuis & Briggs 1992 ), NGC 3642 (Verdes-Montenegro et al. 2002 ), IC 10 (Manthey & Oosterloo 2008 ) and the lenticular galaxy ESO381-G047 (Donovan et al. 2009 ). The common feature of these rather different galaxies is their warped, nearly faceon H i discs.
ESO274-G001 (HIPASS J1514-46) is a late-type spiral galaxy in the outskirts of the Cen A group, located at a distance of DTRGB = 3.09 ± 0.23 Mpc ). Its Local Group velocity of 360 km s −1 suggests peculiar motions of ∼130 km s −1 towards the Cen A group. Its nearest known neighbours are ESO223-G009 (HIPASS J1501-48) and HIPASS J1526-51 at projected distances of 160 ′ and 287 ′ , respectively. The edge-on stellar disc of ESO274-G001 is obscured by Galactic foreground dust and stars. Our ATCA data show an extended, regular rotating H i disc with signs of a minor warp in the outskirts (see also Koribalski 2008 . TiRiFiC modeling shows that ESO274-G001 is slightly warped. The scale height obtained in the best-fit model is ∼250 pc. Hα imaging by Rossa & Dettmar (2003) reveals prominent extraplanar ionised gas. Lee et al. (2007) and Côté et al. (2009) also obtain Hα images and find most H ii regions located in the southern (approaching) side of the galaxy; they derive an SFR of 1.5 × 10 −2 M⊙ yr −1 . Our ATCA 20-cm radio continuum maps reveal extended emission in the disc as well as a bright nucleus. ′ 5 (∼2.7 × the optical diameter) and an H i flux density of FHI = 17.4±1.7 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with our measurements. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 22.0 km s −1 at Rmax = 3.2 kpc (for i = 74.
• 6 and P A = 122.
• 8; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 3.6 × 10 8 M⊙; note these values are highly uncertain. Optical magnitudes are hard to obtain due to significant foreground dust and stars. Kaisin et al. (2007) and Côté et al. (2009) show a marginal detection of Hα emission on the north-western (approaching) side of the galaxy. They derive an SFR of 1.4 × 10 −4 M⊙ yr −1 .
ESO272-G025 (HIPASS J1443-44
) is a dwarf irregular galaxy located in the outskirts of the Cen A group at a Hubble distance of 5.9 Mpc. Its nearest neighbour is most likely the galaxy ESO223-G009 (HIPASS J1501-48). Our ATCA data show a barely resolved H i source centred on the bright and compact optical body; no rotation is discernible in our velocity field (see also Bouchard et al. 2007 ). Galactic cirrus filaments are visible in the optical image. We measure FHI = 1.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive MHI = 1.3 × 10 7 M⊙. Reduzzi & Rampazzo (1995) suggest ESO272-G025 has an extended low-surface brightness disc or is possibly a galaxy pair. ESO272-G025 shows clumpy and diffuse Hα emission (Kaisin et al. 2007; Côté et al. 2009) , with an estimated star formation rate of 1.5 × 10 −3 M⊙ yr −1 .
Other Galaxies (in RA order)
ESO115-G021 (HIPASS J0237-61) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 4.99 ± 0.10 Mpc (Tully et al. 2006 ). Apart from its small H i companion noted below, ESO115-G021 has no known neighbours within 5
• . Our ATCA maps show an extended, regular rotating, nearly edge-on H i disc with a diameter of ∼15 ′ , corresponding to 22 kpc. We measure FHI = 110.7 Jy km s −1 , ∼10% higher than quoted in the HIPASS BGC using a point-source fit , and derive MHI = 6.5 × 10 8 M⊙. The H i velocity field of ESO115-G021 shows some peculiar motions: (1) a disturbance in the disc area closest to the companion, suggesting mild interactions, and asserting the close proximity of the two galaxies, and (2) a significant twist in the iso-velocity contours towards the south-western (approaching) end of the disc, indicating a warp. Using high-resolution (9 ′′ ) ATCA H i maps O'Brien et al. (2010) Koribalski (2008) and O'Brien et al. (2010) .
ESO154-G023 (HIPASS J0256-54) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 5.76 ± 0.10 Mpc (Tully et al. 2006) . Its closest neighbour is NGC 1311 (DTRGB = 5.20 Mpc), more than 4
• away. ESO154-G023 is similar to the galaxy ESO115-G021 in size and orientation (Koribalski 2008) . When comparing the optical discs, ESO154-G023 appears to have either a thicker disc or is slightly less inclined than ESO115-G021. Our ATCA H i maps show an extended, regularly rotating H i disc with a pronounced warp on both sides. The latter appears to start at the edge of the bright stellar disc and is likely contributing to the apparent disc thickness. We measure ATCA FHI = 130.6 Jy km s −1 , within the ∼10% uncertainty of the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 10 9 M⊙. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 63.6 km s −1 at Rmax = 15.7 kpc (for i = 79.
• 3; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.5 × 10 10 M⊙. SINGG Hα images reveal star formation throughout the stellar disc (Meurer et al. 2006) . Furthermore, our deep ATCA H i observations reveal a dwarf galaxy at α, δ(J2000) = 02:56:40.3, -54:35:38.8 (see Table 7 ) behind the disc of ESO154-G023 at velocities of ∼1100 to 1140 km s −1 . We measure FHI = 0.31 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI = 1.2 × 10 7 M⊙ for D = 12.7 Mpc. The newly discovered galaxy is also detected in the AAT H-band (see Kirby et al. 2008b ), SINGG Hα (Meurer et al. 2006 ) and GALEX U V images.
NGC 1313 (HIPASS J0317-66) is a late-type barred spiral galaxy at a TRGB distance of 4.07 ± 0.22 Mpc (Grise et al. 2008 (Ryder et al. 1995 , Barnes & de Blok 2004 , and derive MHI = 1.9 × 10 9 M⊙. Our high-resolution ATCA H i data show an extended, somewhat asymmetric H i distribution and mildly disturbed velocity field. Using 3D FAT Wang et al. (2017) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 220 km s −1 at Rmax = 10.3 kpc (see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.1 × 10 11 M⊙. Hα imaging by Ryder & Dopita (1993) reveals the brightest H ii regions in the bar and inner spiral arms of NGC 1313, surrounded by low surface brightness emission in the form of filaments, arcs and shells.
AM0319-662 (HIPASS J0321-66) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 3.98 ± 0.36 Mpc . It is a close companion of the large spiral galaxy NGC 1313 (HIPASS J0317-66), separated by only 20 ′ or 23 kpc. Our ATCA data show a barely resolved H i source and no discernible rotation in the velocity field (∼524 -544 km s −1 ). The peak of the ATCA H i distribution is slightly offset to the south of AM0319-662's stellar body, suggesting it may be a transition dwarf galaxy (see also Makarova et al. 2005) . We measure FHI ∼ 0.3 Jy km s −1 and derive MHI ∼ 10 6 M⊙.
NGC 1311 (HIPASS J0320-52) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy at distance of DTRGB = 5.22 Mpc (Tully et al. 2013) . Its closest neighbours are IC 1959 (HIPASS J0333-50) and ESO154-G023 (HIPASS J0256-54) and ESO199-G007 (HIPASS J0258-49), all separated by > ∼ 1 Mpc. Eskridge et al. (2008) conduct a detailed study of ultraviolet, optical and near-infrared HST images of NGC 1311 revealing 13 candidate star clusters. NGC 1311 and IC 1959, both low-luminosity star-forming galaxies, are located in the foreground to the galaxy group LGG 93 (Pisano et al. 2011) . Our ATCA H i maps show a box-shaped H i distribution, somewhat truncated on the north-eastern side where faint stellar emission is prominent. The fat inner disc suggests the presence of extra-planar H i gas; some deviations of the velocity field are observed to the northeastern side. We measure FHI = 13.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 8.7 × 10 7 M⊙.
HIPASS J0457-42 is a nearby dwarf irregular galaxy at DTF = 7.2 Mpc . It is the western galaxy (P A = 56
• ) of the apparent galaxy pair ESO252-IG001 (see Koribalski et al. 2004 ; their Appendix A). From the ATCA H i intensity map we measure a position of α, δ(J2000) = 04:56:59.1, -42:47:58.3 (see Table 7 ). The galaxy was also detected in Hα, where Meurer et al. (2006) find a curious near linear Hα arc through centre along the minor axis. Our ATCA data show an extended, regular rotating H i disc, aligned with optical appearance. We note a small H i extension or tail on the north-eastern (approaching) side. The optical properties, listed in Table 2 , are of the H i-detected galaxy (ESO252-IG001 NED01). The eastern, nearly edge-on galaxy (ESO252-IG001 NED02, P A ∼ 130
• ) is much more distant and not a companion. The closest neighbour to HIPASS J0457-42, ESO305-G002 (vopt = 259 km s −1 ) is more than 3 • away. If the optical velocity (da Costa et al. 1991 ) is correct, ESO305-G002 would be a nearby dwarf spiral galaxy at a projected distance of ∼200 ′ . Inspecting HIPASS data we find H i emission at the position/velocity of ESO305-G002, but it is situated close to an HVC complex (Putman et al. 2002) . At the position of 05:01:21.8, -39:36:13 we measure S peak = 120 mJy, FHI = 4.3 Jy km s −1 , w20 = 55 km s −1 and w50 = 30 km s −1 .
ESO199-G007 (HIPASS J0258-49) is a dwarf spiral galaxy at a Hubble distance of DHo = 6.6 Mpc. Using HIPASS we measure vsys = 631 km s −1 and obtain vLG = 479 km s −1 , showing this galaxy to be a member of the Local Volume. No optical velocity measurement has been reported yet. ESO199-G007's closest neighbour is NGC 1311 (HIPASS J0320-52), separated by ∼1.5 Mpc. Our ATCA H i data show a marginally resolved, regularly rotating disc. We measure FHI = 1.6 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive MHI = 1.6 × 10 7 M⊙. for IC 1959. The galaxy is also detected in LVHIS 20-cm radio continuum maps (Shao et al. 2017) . Our ATCA H i data show a well-resolved, symmetric and regularly rotating disc galaxy. Minor deviations in the mean H i velocity field are seen towards the north-western (approaching) side. We measure FHI = 26.0 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 2.2 × 10 8 M⊙. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 65.9 km s −1 at Rmax = 5.3 kpc (for i = 78.
• 8 and P A = 149.
• 0; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 5.3 × 10 9 M⊙.
NGC 1705 (HIPASS J0454-53) is a well-studied BCD galaxy (type S0) at a distance of DTRGB = 5.1 ± 0.6 Mpc (Tosi et al. 2001) . It has no known neighbours within 5
• . Our high-resolution ATCA data show an extended H i distribution elongated nearly north-south (P A ∼ 20
• ) with a mostly regular rotation pattern. Small peculiar velocities are seen towards the north-west. We measure FHI = 12.2 Jy km s −1 , ∼10% lower than the published HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 7.5×10
7 M⊙. For a more detailed H i study see Elson et al. (2013) , who improve on previous ATCA H i results by Meurer et al. (1996 Meurer et al. ( , 1998 and Bureau et al. (1999) . The young stellar population and star clusters of NGC 1705 are studied by Annibali et al. (2009) Table 7 ). Other known neighbours are AM0605-341 (HIPASS J0607-34) and NGC 2188 (HIPASS J0610-34) at projected distances of 70.
′ 2 and 82. ′ 5, respectively. Our ATCA maps show a regularly rotating, well-resolved H i disc, encompassing the very irregular-shaped low-surface brightness stellar body. We measure FHI = 22.3 Jy km s −1 , somewhat larger than the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 1.2 × 10 8 M⊙. For a detailed study of ESO364-G?029, including a comparison with the LMC and other dwarf irregular galaxies see Kouwenhoven et al. (2007) .
AM0605-341 (HIPASS J0607-34) is a rather compact, barred Magellanic dwarf galaxy at a distance of Dmem = 7.4 Mpc. Its nearest neighbours are NGC 2188 (HIPASS J0610-34) and ESO364-G?029 ((HIPASS J0605-33) at projected distances of 35.
′ 6 and 70. ′ 2. Our ATCA H i maps show a resolved source centred on the optical galaxy plus extended H i emission on the western (receding) side. Kirby et al. (2012) model the H i kinematics of the main component and fit a rising rotation curve. They provide a detailed discussion, including on likely tidal interactions between AM0605-341 and its eastern neighbour NGC 2188 which show opposing H i extensions. We measure FHI = 9.3 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 1.2 × 10 8 M⊙.
NGC 2188 (HIPASS J0610-34) is a Magellanic barred spiral galaxy seen nearly edge-on, at a distance of DTF = 7.4 Mpc . Its nearest neighbours are AM0605-341 ((HIPASS J0607-34) and ESO364-G?029 (HIPASS J0605-33) at projected distances of 35.
′ 6 and 82. ′ 5 (see Kirby et al. 2012) . Our ATCA data of NGC 2188 show an extended, but rather asymmetric H i distribution and somewhat peculiar velocity field. Most notably, there is significant extraplanar H i emission extending towards the east, while the western side of NGC 2188 appears compressed, resembling discs affected by ram pressure forces. This asymmetry is also, to a lesser degree, evident in the stellar disc. The mean H i velocity fields appears to show two components, a rotating disc plus peculiar motions associated with the extraplanar gas. These features were also noticed by Domgörgen et al. (1996) who analyse high-resolution VLA H i and ESO Hα images. Kirby et al. (2012) model the ATCA H i velocity fields of NGC 2188's two neighbours. They suggest that tidal interactions between NGC 2188 and AM0605-341, which are separated by ∼77 kpc, may be responsible for the peculiar features. Using our ATCA H i data we measure FHI = 34.3 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 4.4 × 10 8 M⊙. For comparison, Domgörgen et al. (1996) measure FHI = 20.4 ± 0.6 Jy km s −1 , losing much of the diffuse H i emission. In a follow-up study Domgörgen & Dettmar (1997) find spectacular filaments of ionised gas extending several hundred parsecs perpendicular to the plane of the galaxy, mostly from the massive H ii region in the southern (approaching) part of NGC 2188. They note that at least 24% of the Hα emitting is gas is diffuse. Deep Hband images are presented by Young et al. (2014) .
ESO121-G020
and ATCA J061608-574552 (HIPASS J0615-57) are a close dwarf galaxy pair, separated by ∼3 ′ . Karachentsev et al. (2006) obtain a distance of DTRGB = 6.05 ± 0.49 Mpc for ESO121-G020. The HIPASS detection includes H i emission from ESO121-G020 (vsys = 584 km s −1 ) and its dwarf galaxy companion ATCA J061608-574552 (vsys = 540 km s −1 ), which was discovered by Warren et al. (2006) . No other companions are known within at least 5
• . Our ATCA H i maps show two regularly rotating galaxies. We measure FHI = 7.3 Jy km s −1 for ESO121-G020 and 2.1 Jy km s −1 for the companion. Assuming the above distance for both we derive MHI = 6.3 and 1.8 × 10 7 M⊙, respectively. Warren et al. (2006) obtain H i mass to light ratios of ∼1.5 and ∼2.2 M⊙,/ L⊙. Both galaxies are clearly detected in GALEX U V images. For a detailed analysis of ESO121-G020's H i kinematics see Kirby et al. (2012) ; their results are summarised in Table 9. ESO308-G022 (HIPASS J0639-40) is a rather isolated dwarf irregular galaxy at a Hubble distance of 7.7 Mpc. Optical and infrared H-band imaging by Parodi et al. (2002) and Kirby et al. (2008b) , respectively, reveal its stellar structure. Our ATCA H i maps show a resolved, regularly rotating H i disc. We measure FHI = 4.4 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004) , and derive an H i mass of 6.1 × 10 7 M⊙. A kinematic analysis of the LVHIS data by Kirby et al. (2012) results in a rising rotating curve with vmax = 40 km s −1 at a radius of 100 ′′ (4.1 kpc).
AM0704-582 (HIPASS J0705-58) is also known as the Argo Dwarf Irregular. It is a rather isolated, low surface brightness galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 4.90 ± 0.45 Mpc . Parodi et al. (2002) and Kirby et al. (2008b) measure basic optical and infrared properties, respectively. The low extremely surface brightness of AM0704-582 makes it hard to determine its shape. Using HIPASS, Koribalski et al. (2004) fit an H i systemic velocity of 564 ± 2 km s −1 ; no optical velocity measurement is available yet. Our ATCA H i maps show a well-resolved, regularly rotating disc extending well beyond the faint stellar body. We measure FHI = 33 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 1.9 × 10 8 M⊙. Kirby et al. (2012) analyse the H i kinematics and discuss the galaxy in detail. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 38.5 km s −1 at Rmax = 6.1 kpc (for i = 53.
• 6 and P A = 275.
• 9; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 2.1 × 10 9 M⊙.
ESO059-G001 (HIPASS J0731-68) is a Magellanic barred irregular galaxy at a TRGB distance of 4.57 ± 0.36 Mpc ). It appears very isolated with no known neighbours within at least 5
• . Our ATCA H i maps reveal a well-resolved, regularly rotating H i disc extending well beyond the irregular stellar disc. We measure FHI = 17.9 Jy km s −1 , in agreement with HIPASS , and derive MHI = 8.8 × 10 7 M⊙. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtain an H i rotation curve indicating vrot = 61.0 km s −1 at Rmax = 5.4 kpc (for i = 50.
• 2 and P A = 323.
• 4; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 4.7 × 10 9 M⊙; see also van Eymeren et al. (2009c) and Kirby et al. (2012) .
NGC 2915 (HIPASS J0926-76) is a rather isolated BCD galaxy at a TRGB distance of 3.78 ± 0.43 Mpc = 3.8 × 10 7 M⊙.
ESO137-G018 (HIPASS J1620-60) appears to be a rather isolated, Magellanic type dwarf irregular galaxy located at low Galactic latitude. Its TRGB distance is 6.40 ± 0.48 Mpc ; there are no known neigbours within 3
• . Our ATCA data reveal a wellresolved, regularly rotating H i disc that extends a factor two beyond the stellar body. We measure FHI = 43.5 Jy km s −1 , somewhat higher than the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 4.2 × 10 8 M⊙. Bonne (2008) , Kirby et al. (2012) and most recently Kamphuis et al. (2015) obtained H i rotation curves. Using 3D FAT Kamphuis et al. (2015) determine vrot = 71.2 km s −1 at Rmax = 8.6 kpc (for i = 71.
• 5 and P A = 29.
• 2; see Table 9 ) and M dyn = 1.0 × 10 10 M⊙. Hα imaging by Kaisin et al. (2007) reveals an extended disc of clumpy and diffuse ionised gas.
IC 4662 (HIPASS J1747-64) is a barred Magellanic irregular galaxy at a distance of 2.44±0.19 Mpc . Our ATCA H i data reveal extented emission and a rather peculiar velocity field. The H i emission is brightest in the galaxy centre and along the direction of the optical minor axis. At large radii the H i envelope becomes nearly circular with a faint H i extension towards the east. Apart from irregular motions in and near the eastern extension, the H i velocity field clearly indicates rotation. The twisted iso-velocity contours highlight the disturbed nature of the kinematics in the outer disc. Van Eymeren et al. (2010) measure a total H i extent of 15.
′ 0 × 11. ′ 5, six times larger than the bright stellar body. Their deep Hα images reveal a diffuse filamentary structure surrounding the box-shaped body of IC 4662 plus a detached H ii region (a companion galaxy ?) 1.
′ 5 towards the south-east (see also Kaisin et al. 2007) . Surprisingly, IC 4662 appears to be a rather isolated galaxy, with no known neighbours within 5
• . Its disturbed appearance, partly due to the bar and gas outflows, could be caused by accretion of or merging with close companions. For a more detailed discussion of IC 4662 and comparison with other dwarf irregular galaxies see Janine van Eymeren's PhD Thesis (2008) and van Eymeren et al. (2009a,b,c,d ).
ESO461-G036 (HIPASS J2003-31) is a dwarf irregular galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 7.83 ± 0.63 Mpc ). It appears very isolated, having no known neighbours within at least 5
• . Our ATCA H i data show a remarkable, regularly rotating H i disc extending well beyond the stellar body. The HIPASS and ATCA H i observations both indicate a total H i flux density of 7.5 Jy km s −1 , corresponding to an H i mass of 1.1 × 10 8 M⊙. The velocity field suggests a mild warp of the outer disc, which has a diameter of ∼6 ′ . Our H i maps show a significant swing of the position angle. While the H i emission in the inner most region is aligned with the stellar extent (P A ∼ 20
• , the kinematic major axis suggests rotation along a different axis (P A ∼ 340
• ). Begum et al. (2008) observed ESO461-G036 as part of the FIGGS project. Their estimates of FHI and DHI are underestimates due to the limited observed velocity range as evident by the truncated H i spectrum in their Fig. 5 . Kreckel et al. (2011) analyse VLA H i data and obtain a rotation curve showing vrot ∼ 51 km s −1 (for i ∼ 65
• ), and Rmax = 6.8 kpc. Without the influence of neighbouring galaxies, the kinematics of the large H i disc of ESO461-G036 reflect its intrinsic evolution. Similar to NGC 2915, the galaxy is dominated by a large dark matter halo.
IC 5052 (HIPASS J2052-69) is a barred late-type spiral galaxy at a distance of DTRGB = 6.03 ± 0.10 Mpc (Seth et al. 2005) . It is a relatively isolated galaxy with star-formation throughout the edge-on stellar disc (Meurer et al. 2006) but no known neighbours within 5
• . Our lowresolution H i maps show a large gas disc (∼ 16 ′ × 8 ′ , corresponding to 28 kpc × 14 kpc), i.e. about 2-3 times the size of the stellar disc. Both the H i morphology and kinematics indicate significant warping of the outer H i disc which bends symmetrically by ∼30
• . As usual, the warp starts beyond the stellar disc; the P A of the outermost H i disc is ∼290
• compared to ∼322
• for the inner disc (see also Wang et al. 2017) . We measure FHI = 90.0 Jy km s −1 , ∼10% less than the HIPASS FHI , and derive MHI = 7.7 × 10 8 M⊙. Using high-resolution (9 ′′ ) ATCA H i maps O 'Brien et al. (2010) study the structure of IC 5052's inner disc. They estimate the exponential scale height of the projected minor axis to be 20.
′′ 5 (600 pc), which is confirmed by TiRiFiC modeling. O'Brien et al. (2010) give a rotational velocity of 90 km s −1 for IC 5052. Rossa & Dettmar (2003) study the extraplanar diffuse ionised gas in IC 5052 as well as prominent Hα filaments and shells. HST ACS images by Seth et al. (2005) reveal an intricate web of dust filaments in the edge-on, stellar disc as well as two relatively bright star forming regions. ATCA 20-cm radio continuum emission is clearly detected (see Shao et al. 2017 ).
SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
The Local Volume H i Survey (LVHIS) consists of all galaxies with Local Group velocities vLG < 550 km s −1 or distances D < 10 Mpc that are detected in the H i Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS) at declinations δ < ∼ − 30
• . We present the results of deep ATCA H i spectral line observations of a complete sample of 82 nearby, gas-rich galaxies, including a comprehensive H i atlas (Appendix A) and online database 2 . Furthermore, we list the optical and HIPASS properties of all LVHIS galaxies and provide information on their multi-wavelength coverage (see also Wang et al. 2017) . We discuss the H i properties of each galaxy together with a brief literature overview. Members of galaxy groups, such as the Local Group, the Sculptor Group and the Cen A Group, are organised together, while the remaining LVHIS galaxies are sorted in RA order. We provide accurate ATCA H i positions for nine dwarf galaxies discovered in HIPASS and a further six dwarf galaxies discovered in our H i data cubes (either companion or background galaxies). The LVHIS galaxy atlas includes H i moment maps and pv-diagrmas for the majority of LVHIS galaxies. For each LVHIS galaxy we determine their H i flux densities and diameters, analyse their structure and kinematics, search for companions and neighbouring H i clouds and compare these with the stellar distribution and optical properties. The ATCA H i cubes and moment maps are made available as FITS files via our on-line LVHIS database; requests for calibrated uv-data will be considered. Scientific analysis of the LVHIS data is on-going and will be presented in subsequent papers. Recent highlights include the kinematic analysis of LVHIS galaxies , Oh et al. 2018 , investigations of the DHI-MHI relation (Wang et al. 2016 ) and a comprehensive multi-wavelength study .
Within the LVHIS sample we identify several transition type dwarf galaxies based on their optical and H i morphologies; these are Phoenix (ESO245-G007), ESO294-G010, ESO410-G005, NGC 5237, HIPASS J1337-39, HIPASS J1348-37 and AM0319-662. Other transition type LV galaxies discussed in this paper include ESO540-G030, ESO540-G032, NGC 59, and HIDEEP J1337-3320. Their H i masses range from ∼ 10 5 to 4 × 10 7 M⊙, and their H i distributions are characterised by being offset and/or misaligned from the stellar body. We note that these dwarf transitional galaxies all reside in groups, apart from AM0319-662 close to NGC 1313.
The LVHIS sample contains two starburst spirals (NGC 253 and NGC 4945), a dwarf starburst galaxy (NGC 5253), an early-type post-starburst galaxy (NGC 5102) and two active galaxies with radio lobes (Cen A and Circinus). The largest H i distributions (∼100 kpc) are found for the spiral galaxies M 83, Circinus and NGC 3621. While H i warps are detected in numerous LVHIS galaxies, only one LVHIS galaxy (M 83) shows strong signs of tidal interactions. We note that the most isolated galaxies in the LVHIS sample (AM0704-582, ESO215-G?009, NGC 2915, NGC 3621, ESO174-G?001, ESO308-G022, ESO461-G036, ESO149-G003, ESO223-G009, IC 5052) have typically much larger H i discs compared to their optical diameters than galaxies with many neighbours. This trend needs to be explored further.
We plan to obtain more sensitive high-resolution H i observations with the Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB), which was installed in 2009 (Wilson et al. 2011) . By using several 6-km ATCA configurations we aim to reach 10 ′′ angular resolution and 1-4 km s −1 velocity resolution. The 2 GHz of bandwidth available in the new ATCA 1-3 GHz frequency band as well as high-bit sampling will allow us to also make very deep radio continuum and polarisation maps for all LVHIS galaxies and their surroundings.
Major H i surveys are planned with three new radio interferometers, which are precursors/pathfinders for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP; Johnston et al. 2008 ), 36×12-m dishes forming a 6-km diameter synthesis array, is currently being equipped with chequerboard Phased Array Feeds (PAFs; Chippendale et al. 2015) operating from 0.7 to 1.8 GHz and providing 30 sq degr field of view 3 . First ASKAP science results were published by Serra et al. (2015) . At the same time, the old WSRT is being outfitted with Vivaldi PAFs (Apertif;
3 ASKAP Early Science started in Oct 2016 with an array of twelve PAF-equipped antennas. Oosterloo et al. 2010) , operating from 1 to 1.8 GHz and providing 8 sq degr field of view. The MeerKAT radio telescope array (Blyth et al. 2015) , 64 × 13.5-m dishes forming an 8-km synthesis array, located in the Northern Cape of South Africa, is currently being equipped with a range of traditional, single-horn receivers. The fast 21-cm survey speed of ASKAP and Apertif will allow a full census of nearby gasrich galaxies, while MeerKAT is ideal for deep follow-up H i observations. In particular, the ASKAP HI All-Sky Survey (known as WALLABY) and its sister survey, the Westerbork Northern Sky HI Survey (WNSHS), together aim to cover the whole sky out to a redshift of z = 0.26 (Koribalski 2012 , Duffy et al. 2012 . For galaxies at D = 10 Mpc, WALLABY will have a 5σ H i mass limit of 5 × 10 6 M⊙ and a spatial resolution of 1.5 kpc (30 ′′ ).
LVHIS is a significant step towards the ASKAP H i All Sky Survey (WALLABY; Koribalski 2012), as it delivers similar spectral line sensitivity and resolution. With WAL-LABY Early Science observations and data processing under way, the LVHIS data are essential for ASKAP data verification (e.g., flux, velocity and position accuracy). Four southern fields, each 30 square degress in size, have been observed with an array of twelve and later sixteen PAFequipped ASKAP antennas. One of the fields currently under investigation includes the M 83 galaxy group for which plenty of LVHIS data exist. Once successfully calibrated we aim to combine ASKAP and ATCA H i data.
the major-axis pv-diagram and the minor-axis pv-diagram. Some galaxy properties as well as the contour levels are given in the captions. The synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left of each panel. North is up and east to the left. Unless otherwise stated, we show the low-resolution maps obtained using 'natural' weighting to emphasize the largescale H i distribution, including diffuse emission in the outer disc. The LVHIS Galaxy Atlas (incl. FITS files) is also available on the LVHIS webpages.
